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In order to run and manage resource-intensive high-performance applications, large-scale
computing and storage platforms have been evolving rapidly in various domains in both
academia and industry. The energy expenditure consumed to operate and maintain these cloud
computing infrastructures is a major factor to influence the overall profit and efficiency for most
cloud service providers. Moreover, considering the mitigation of environmental damage from
excessive carbon dioxide emission, the amount of power consumed by enterprise-scale data
centers should be constrained for protection of the environment.
Generally speaking, there exists a trade-off between power consumption and application
performance in large-scale computing systems and how to balance these two factors has become
an important topic for researchers and engineers in cloud and HPC communities. Therefore,
minimizing the power usage while satisfying the Service Level Agreements have become one of
the most desirable objectives in cloud computing research and implementation. Since the
fundamental feature of the cloud computing platform is hosting workloads with a variety of
characteristics in a consolidated and on-demand manner, it is demanding to explore the inherent
relationship between power usage and machine configurations. Subsequently, with an
understanding of these inherent relationships, researchers are able to develop effective power
management policies to optimize productivity by balancing power usage and system
performance.
In this dissertation, we develop an autonomic power-aware system management
framework for large-scale computer systems. We propose a series of techniques including

coarse-grain power profiling, VM power modelling, power-aware resource auto-configuration
and full-system power usage simulator. These techniques help us to understand the
characteristics of power consumption of various system components. Based on these techniques,
we are able to test various job scheduling strategies and develop resource management
approaches to enhance the systems' power efficiency.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
1.1. Introduction
The emergence of cloud computing starts a new era for academia and industry as an information technology revolution. Based on the National Institute of Standards and Technology
definition of cloud computing [49], the cloud computing paradigm provides a pool of computational resources accessed and utilized by customers with on-demand and appropriate provision.
Meanwhile, the cloud system is able to control and optimize the resource use depending on types
of services. Virtualization technology has been widely applied to facilitate the cloud computing by
promoting the resource utilization in large-scale data centers which essentially maintain the cloud
computing services. The impact of cloud computing on academia and industry will keep growing
as more information technology enterprises and institutions get involved in this field.
One of the most pronounced trends in computer systems research and practice is to assemble numerous individual computers or processors to achieve superior computing capability and
capacity. Consequently, large scale data centers, which support the cloud computing service, become the backbone of information technology enterprises to process and store significant amount
of information which propagates rapidly in a daily base. As the scale of high-productivity data center expands significantly over the course of this decade, large-scale production data centers suffer
from ever-increasing electricity expenditure. A report to congress abut USA server and data center
energy efficiency [36] addresses the reality that the operating expenses for cooling and maintaining large scale data center will soon outstrip the acquisition cost. In high performance computing
(HPC) community, similar issues emerges as power consumption of supercomputers grows out
of control with the pursuit of higher computing performance. Therefore, energy efficiency has
become a necessity rather than a desirable objective.
The primary objectives of this dissertation is to design and implement an effective framework and systematic mechanisms to facilitate power management in virtualized cloud computing
infrastructures and HPC platforms.
1

1.2. Motivation and Research Tasks
In order to run and manage more resource-intensive high-performance applications, largescale computing and storage platforms have been evolving rapidly in various domains in both
academia and industry. The energy expenditure consumed to operate and maintain these cloud
computing infrastructures is a major factor to influence the overall profit and efficiency for most
of cloud computing service providers. Moreover, considering the potential threat from excessive
carbon dioxide emission out of power generation, the amount of power consumed by enterprisescale data centers should be constrained for protection of the environment.
Generally speaking, there exists always a trade-off between power consumption and application performance in large-scale computing systems and how to balance these two factors has become an important topic for researchers and engineers in cloud and HPC communities. Therefore,
minimizing the power usage and meanwhile satisfying the service level agreements has become
one of the most desirable objectives in the spectrum of cloud computing research and implementation. Since the fundamental feature of the cloud computing platform is hosting workloads with
a variety of characteristics in a consolidated and on-demand manner, it is demanding issue to explore the inherent relationships between power usage and machine configurations. Subsequently,
with the awareness of these inherent relationships, researchers are able to develop effective power
management policies to optimize productivity by balancing power usage and system performance.
1.2.1. Power Profiling in the Cloud
Power profiling is a fundamental mechanism used for power management research. Many
factors influence power and energy consumption in cloud computing systems, including the configuration of hardware devices, resource usage by applications and corresponding system software
that provides the runtime functions. Different applications usually have varying resource intensiveness reflected by the utilization of hardware resources such as CPU, random-access memory
and disk. Fine-grained power profiling techniques measure the power usage of individual hardware devices by using hard wired connections to pins of those devices, which provides details of
power-aware behavior with relatively high accuracy. However, this method is highly impractical
in large-scale cloud computing systems. Coarse-grained power profiling is able to tackle the issue
2

by only considering the most primary power aware factors of these devices. Although coarsegrained power profiling is less accurate than fine-grained techniques, it is more feasible to reveal
system-wide power usage behavior in an efficient manner.
With the introduction of the virtualization technologies in enterprise-scale cloud computing systems, the power profiling framework has become more complex due to the fact that more
configurable factors make system more adjustable. Since there is a lack of effective methods to
explore the internal relationship between hardware/software configurations and power usage in
virtualized cloud computing infrastructures, a systematic profiling framework is needed to address
these issues.
In this dissertation, we design an efficient and comprehensive power profiling framework
specially designed for cloud computing infrastructures to provide a vehicle for exploring the impact
of virtualization technology on power management.

1.2.2. Power Estimation and Modeling in the Cloud
Power estimation and modeling has become a fundamental issue as the scale of cloud computing data centers expands rapidly. Currently, many hardware manufacturers provide internal
power usage measurement functionality. Virtual machine technology introduces attractive features
such as performance isolation and workload consolidation, which result in enhanced resource utilization and efficient resource provisioning. However, those conventional power metering techniques can not be applied to virtual machines which are software objects. Power estimation in virtualized cloud computing systems aim at yielding power usage approximations at different levels
of cloud computing infrastructures based on some software/hardware configurations rather than
a conventional method acquiring power consumption by utilizing external power meters. A responsive and accurate power usage estimation model can significantly improve the effectiveness
of proactive power management policies and lower the expenditure of maintenance.
Since there is a lack of suitable power estimation model for virtualized cloud computing
infrastructures, we propose an accurate and low-overhead power consumption estimation model
for virtual machines.
3

1.2.3. Power Management in the Cloud
In large-scale computer systems, high power consumption increases operating expenditure,
affects the system reliability and even causes thermal and physical damage to machines. Almost
all main stream power reduction techniques come with adverse effect on system performance at
certain degrees. The general idea of these techniques is to balance power usage and system performance in a constrained manner. Virtualization technique introduces a new control layer for resource allocation and management. First, the hypervisors allocate hardware resource among virtual
machines (VM) depending on their demand. Second, existing techniques such as resource scaling can leverage the underlying hardware support to control the power consumption of workloads
running inside the virtual machines. An effective power management scheme should consider and
utilize both of the preceding mechanisms in order to provide a systematic and adaptive solution to
cloud power management.
In the previous section, we described the motivation of developing power profiling and estimation approaches. The objective here is to enable power management and forecast and control
power consumption of applications and compute nodes in a system. Generally speaking, based on
certain performance metrics, such as CPU utilization, memory usage, disk I/O activities, and service response time, a comprehensive power management framework is able to adjust software and
hardware configurations in order to optimize the performance and power consumption according
to different criteria. An effective power management framework for the cloud should be responsive
and adaptive to runtime dynamics of application workload and system events.
Machine learning techniques have been widely used in power management systems. Supervised learning requires a system’s historical data of interest and can produce relatively accurate
classification or prediction results. Unsupervised learning, on the other hand, can work without history data, which makes it suitable for controlling new systems, but at the price of relatively worse
performance in terms of classification or prediction accuracy. Power management approaches
based on the reinforcement learning method [62] are able to update and refine a learning model
in order to yield optimal solutions iteratively. It does not necessarily require a complete prior
knowledge of the target system or the distributions of performance metrics of interest. This feature
4

facilitates the evaluation of power usage and performance at various system states. After numbers
of trials, those approaches can find the system configuration that achieves the maximum longterm reward. These attractive features make reinforcement learning-based approaches suitable for
autonomic power management in the cloud.
1.2.4. Power-aware Mechanisms and Simulation in Large-Scale Systems
Large-scale HPC systems are comprised of thousands of compute nodes, which provide
significant computing capacity. For HPC systems, individual compute nodes are usually highly
utilized by continuously running HPC jobs. Power saving and energy efficiency have become
important issues for researchers and engineers in the HPC community [34, 54], as the power consumption of large-scale HPC systems can easily exceed the power supply of an entire city [64].
Efficient allocation and effective utilization of power and energy in machine rooms are urgently required. However, the power for machine rooms, in practice, is usually over-provisioned, specified
by high energy LINPACK runs or nameplate power estimates [55].
A direct way to constrain the power consumption of machine rooms is to set an upper bound
of power usage, called power cap. It provides a mechanism that a machine room cannot use more
power than the assigned power cap [14, 45]. Drawing more power might trip circuit breakers and
lead to system downtime. Currently, power cap on some compute nodes can be statically specified
through BIOS settings at boot time or in newer systems dynamically set at run time. However, the
idea of providing power caps on a per job basis and managing them from a system-wide rather
than a per-node perspective has not yet been investigated thoroughly.
HPC systems in production environments do not make full utilization of the provided
power. In particular, HPC systems are generally configured for worst-case power usage, which
leads to over-provisioning. This implies the existence of trapped power capacity, which is the
amount of power supplied to a machine room but not used to yield useful cycles. Instead of being
wasted, the trapped power capacity should be reclaimed to accommodate more compute nodes
in the machine room and thereby increase system throughput. The potential goal is not to reduce
power consumption but rather to maximize the use of the existing power infrastructure, for example
the power distribution units (PDUs).
5

Maximizing the utilization of the trapped capacity to complete as many parallel jobs as
possible per unit time without exceeding the power cap is challenging, given the high dynamicity
of system workload and heterogeneity of system configuration. Power aware task scheduling is a
possible solution. However, tests on production HPC systems are costly and often infeasible. To
make things worse, there is no practical and widely accepted simulator that can reflect the power
consumption under different job and resource scheduling policies in real environments.
We need to develop a full-system simulator to provide an experimental platform for testing HPC power-aware task scheduling schemes and forecasting job, node and system-wide power
consumption. The simulator should be able to emulate any computer clusters with different configurations and job and resource scheduling policies. Moreover, it should reflect the essential
characteristics of various workloads in terms of power usage and performance when they are run
on a real cluster.
1.3. Contributions
In this dissertation, we develop an autonomic power-aware system management framework
for large-scale computer systems. We propose a series of techniques including coarse-grained
power profiling, VM power modeling, power-aware resource auto-configuration and full-system
power usage simulator. These techniques allow us to understand the characteristics of power
consumption of various system components, test various job scheduling strategies and develop
resource management approaches to enhance the systems’ power efficiency.
1.3.1. macropower: A Coarse-Grained Power Profiling Framework for Energy-Efficient Cloud
Computing
We propose macropower, a coarse-grain power and energy profiling framework. It provides a combination of hardware and software tools to achieve power/energy profiling at server
granularity. It uses direct or derived measurements to isolate and combine influences from system
components in cloud power profiles. It also generates the correlations between system activities
and server/cloud-wide power/energy usage. We implement a prototype of macropower and test
it in a cloud test bed. The profiled data are analyses and the impact of system configurations on
6

the server/cloud power usage is quantified, which is valuable for autonomic and energy-efficient
management of cloud resources.
1.3.2. Reinforcement learning based Autonomic Resource Configuration in the Cloud
We propose an effective and lightweight approach to accurately estimate the power usage
of virtual machines and cloud servers. It explores hypervisor-observable performance metrics to
build the power usage model. To configure cloud resources, we consider both the system power
usage and the service level agreement requirements, and leverage learning techniques to achieve
autonomic resource allocation and optimal power efficiency. We implement a prototype of the
proposed power management system and test it on a cloud test bed. Experimental results show the
high accuracy (over 90%) of our power usage estimation mechanism and our resource configuration approach achieves the lowest energy usage among the compared four approaches.
1.3.3. Trapped Capacity: Scheduling under a Power Cap to Maximize Machine Room Throughput
We present TracSim, a full-system simulator that enables users to evaluate the performance
of different policies for scheduling parallel tasks under a power cap. TracSim simulates the executing environment of a production HPC cluster at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL).
We use real measurements from the LANL cluster to set the configuration parameters of TracSim. TracSim enables users to specify the system topology, hardware configuration, power cap,
and task workload, and to develop resource configuration and task scheduling policies aiming to
maximize machine-room throughput while keeping power consumption under a power cap by exploiting CPU throttling techniques. We leverage TracSim to implement and evaluate three resource
scheduling policies. Simulation results show the performance of those policies and quantify the
amount of trapped capacity that can effectively be reclaimed.
1.4. Dissertation Organization
The remaining of this dissertation is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 reviews the related work on power management in large-scale computer systems.
Existing fine-grained and coarse-grained power profiling methods are surveyed. Then I discuss
7

several related works on power modeling and estimation. I also present existing power management techniques which balance trade-off between power efficiency and performance in large-scale
computer systems. Finally, I discuss the related works on HPC system simulation, power capping
and power-aware scheduling.
Chapter 3 presents our proposed coarse-grain power and energy profiling framework aiming at facilitating the design of power management techniques for the cloud. Details of the framework and the experimental results are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness and usefulness of
the proposed framework for cloud power management.
Chapter 4 describes the proposed power modeling methodology to accurately estimate the
power consumption of virtual machines and compute nodes by analyzing hardware and software
performance metrics. According to our experimental results, the fine-grained linear aggression
model can effectively and accurately calculate the instantaneous power consumption of virtual
machines.
Chapter 4 also presents our power management mechanism which leveraging reinforcement learning techniques. Then I present the implementation of the proposed mechanism on a
cloud computing test-bed. I discuss the experimental results to show the feasibility of the mechanism in the real world setting.
Chapter 5 presents the developed TracSim power usage simulator for HPC systems. I explain the motivation for HPC simulators and describe the anticipated features of TracSim. I apply
multiple HPC task scheduling methods to TracSim and enforce power capping to demonstrate its
effectiveness.
Chapter 6 describes an effective clock-invariant frequency scaling model to manage CPU
cycles allocation at runtime in data centers. It addresses the power cap distribution and job scheduling problem by considering the runtime workload dynamics.
Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation with a summary of my PhD work and plans of the
future research.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The scale and complexity of production cloud computing systems grows rapidly coinciding
with more technical issues and challenges are emerging. Cloud computing community is gradually
aware of that one of the main obstacles to further progress in the cloud computing industry progress
is a looming power usage crisis in large-scale data centers. Recent studies show that the operation expenses for cooling and powering large scale data center will soon outstrip the acquisition
cost [36]. Efficient and pragmatic power management solutions are demanding to reduce operational expenditure of enterprise-scale data centers, and further mitigate the emission of carbon
dioxide.
It is a fundamental requirement that we need to unravel the influence of various factors on
the power usage of cloud systems and obtain a deep understanding of the cloud power dynamics.
Researchers have extensively studied these factors. Based on the findings of existing research, we
can develop a power profiling framework that correlates those power-related factors with cloud
power usage qualitatively and quantitatively. Moreover, virtualization technologies are widely
used in the cloud and they introduce more complexity in the system structure, which motivates
new studies on power modeling at the level of virtual machines in addition to physical machines.
With the help of effective power profiling and modeling techniques, cloud computing systems are
able to achieve autonomic configuration. Machine learning methods have been explored to provide
solutions to power management issues in the cloud.
2.1. Power Profiling and Modeling in Computer ystems
There has been research on the power profiling of individual hardware components, such
as processor [8, 47], memory [73, 71], hard disk [75], and network device [70]. Software and
hardware tools have been developed for application and system profiling. Bellosa et al. [7] introduced a method to exploit correlations between processors events and energy consumption and
applied it for power management in a distributed system. Isci et al. [37] proposed a runtime power
monitoring method using the generated component power breakdowns to identify program power
9

phase behaviors. Delaluz et al. [16] presented a scheduler-based mode transitioning mechanism for
DRAMs energy management. Tolentino et al. [63] proposed MISER a software infrastructure that
uses a proportional-integral-derivative controller to save cluster energy and maintains performance.
Hylick et al. [35] investigated the power consumption of hard drives to determine disk runtime
power profiles in a fine-grained level. All those works focus on fine-grained power profiling to discover power-related behaviors of individual hardware devices. In order to achieve efficient power
profiling in large-scale computers, we need approaches that profile hardware and software components collectively. Even though fine-grained power profiling approaches can accurately record
individual hardware device power-aware behaviors, it requires special data acquisition devices and
hard wiring to power supply pins of the profiled devices, which is time-consuming and even infeasible for large data centers. Coarse-grained power profiling methods, on the other hand, treat a
compute node as a whole entity and track the influence of configuration factors on the node-wide
power consumption. This simplifies the data collection process and still allows us to analyze the
power usage of individual devices indirectly. Server- or node-wide power profiling is more practical and effective for autonomic management of computing resources in large-scale and complex
production systems.
Virtualization has become a de facto standard for many cloud computing systems [31].
Profiling and modeling power consumption in virtualized environments has become an important
research topic. Kansal et al. [43] proposed a framework named Joulemeter to facilitate the power
metering of single virtual machines based on resource usage at runtime. Their work proves that
it is practical to build the proposed power model with existing instrumentation in server hardware
and virtual machine hypervisors. Choi et al. [14] proposed a model to predict the power usage
of consolidated applications inside virtual machines by exploiting the historical power and performance data. Their off-lined profiling presents the relationship between power usage of applications
and their resource usage. Bohra and Chaudhary [9] presented a fine-grain model that estimates the
power consumption of a virtual machine. This framework is able to generate resource and power
consumption profiles for all active domains hosted on physical nodes. The preceding approaches
profile and model the power consumption of virtualized systems for fixed hardware and virtual
10

machine configurations. In production cloud systems, these configurations change dynamically
at runtime. Inspired by these related works, we propose macropower, a coarse-grain profiling
framework for characterizing the power usage for virtual machines and cloud computing applications [78]. The framework aims to capture the relationship between various important powerrelated configurations of hardware and software and power and energy usage, qualitatively and
quantitatively. It also provides an efficient and comprehensive approach to present a macroscopic
view of computer systems in terms of their power usage.
2.2. Power Management in Computer Systems
Power management is increasingly important in the design and operation of clouds and
large-scale computer systems. Many approaches have been proposed in this area attempting to
provide solutions to green computing.
For example, Stoess et al. [61] presented a framework for power management in multi-layer
operating system environments, which includes a virtualization layer and the underlying driver
layers, which inspires us to develop a hierarchical power profiling framework and corresponding
power management schemes. Their framework emphasizes the management of energy consumption, but it does not take the system-wide performance into consideration. In commercial cloud
computing systems, we should also address the performance issue. Nathuji and Schwan [51] proposed VirtualPower, in which virtual power states for guest operating systems on virtual machines
are introduced and exploited to determine the global and local power management policies. With
the analysis of multiple scaling methods of hardware and software, the framework provides an
effective vehicle being used to implement complex management policies in virtualized computing
system. Goiri et al. [27] described a dynamic job scheduling approach for power aware resource
allocation to reducing energy consumption of virtualized data center. The presented approach attempts to consolidate workloads from different virtual machines into a smaller group of nodes
while maintaining the required quality of service. Jung et al. [41] proposed a framework called
Mistral to dynamically coordinate power efficiency and performance based on a heuristic method.
Generally speaking, heuristic-based methods are efficient but often find local optimal solutions
of resource configurations. Padala et al. [53] presented a self-adaptive automated control policy
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in virtualized computing systems, in which an auto-regression moving average model uses previous configuration and performance to determine future configurations to optimize performance.
However, the performance is not strictly linearly correlated with system configurations and their
supervised learning approach demands a prior knowledge of system architecture and power usage
to refine the model. The preceding research and many others including [17, 82, 44] explore data
from power profiling to develop power management mechanisms.
The method we use to achieve power management in virtualized computing system is to
automate configuration of hardware and software resources among virtual machines. Specifically,
we combine software and hardware configurations of a computer system to build a consolidated
framework for autonomous configuration. Some existing research in this field explores the effects
of hardware resource allocation, such as CPU, memory and IO, in virtualized environments. Gupta
et al. [30] presented an approach to monitor and coordinate CPU resource allocation for performance isolation among virtual machines based on primitive tools and mechanisms supported by
Xen hypervisor. Ongaro et al. [52] studied the impact of the virtual machine monitor scheduler
on I/O performance by running applications on guest virtual machines. Their work quantified the
impact of various scheduling configurations on the I/O performance with different combination
of processor-intensive, bandwidth-intensive and latency-intensive applications. Wang et al. [68]
proposed a control architecture based on the classic control theories to achieve load balancing and
power efficiency. They found that it was feasible to balance the trade-off between performance and
power usage for virtualized enterprise servers. Rao et al. [57] proposed a reinforcement learning
based approach named VCONF to achieve virtual machine configuration process. Their approach
aims to find the near optimal configuration in terms of task response time and throughput. Their
work shows that reinforcement learning approaches are effective for resource management of large
systems.
2.3. Power-aware Simulation in Large-scale Systems
Simulating high performance computing clusters provides a flexible way to evaluate poweraware task scheduling policies. In order to simulate the execution of parallel jobs, a simulator needs
to model both the performance and power consumption of a system. Several simulators have been
12

proposed or developed. For example, Grobelny et al. presented the FASE, a simulator that predicts
the performance and power consumption of high performance computing applications based on
an application characterization scheme [29]. FASE enables users to test different architectural
designs. Economou et al. [18] proposed a server power usage estimation tool that used hardware
utilization to estimate servers’ power usage. Jackson et al. [39] developed an cluster simulator
named Maui, which allows users to test scheduling policies with regard to job performance and
resource utilization. However, Maui cannot provide information of a cluster’s power consumption.
Power-aware task scheduling has been extensively researched and many scheduling policies have been proposed [22, 59, 67, 79]. The performance of these scheduling policies is usually
evaluated either on small-scale test beds or by simulations. Testing the policies on large production
systems can be time-consuming and costly.
To control the power usage of high performance computing systems, power capping [14,
45] is an promising and effective approach. System operators can balance the performance and
power consumption of clusters by adjusting the maximum amount of power (a.k.a. power budget)
that can be consumed by the clusters. Pelley et al. [56] presented a dynamic power provisioning and capping method at the power distribution unit (PDU) level. They proposed to shift the
slack power capacity to servers with growing power demand by using a heuristics policy. For high
performance computing jobs, many factors affect the power usage including hardware configurations and resource utilization. Femal et al. [20] developed a hierarchical management policy to
distribute power budget among clusters. Kim et al. [42] investigated the relation between CPU
voltages and system performance and power efficiency. By exploiting the dynamic voltage scaling
(DVS) technologies, they proposed a task scheduling policy which aiming to minimize the energy
consumption while satisfying the specified performance requirements.
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CHAPTER 3
MACROPOWER: A COARSE-GRAINED POWER PROFILING FRAMEWORK FOR
ENERGY-EFFICIENT CLOUD COMPUTING
3.1. Introduction
Modern data centers continuously grow in scale and in the complexity of their components
and interactions. Most of these data center provide cloud computing service, which cost owners a
huge amount of expenditure out of operation and maintenance. In these systems, power and energy
consumption has become a major concern. In a report submitted to the US congress on ”Server and
Data Center Energy Efficiency” in 2007 [64], the energy consumption by US data center was 61
million kilowatts-hour(kWh) in 2006, with a total energy cost of $4.5 billion. The carbon emission
equivalent for this energy consumption was 846 million metric tons in 2006. Power efficiency as
well as its impact on system performance, operating costs and environmental protection is getting
more attention from cloud computing system designers and operators [28, 46, 21]. The benefits of
cloud computing depend on the ability to provide services with improved power efficiency.
In a production cloud system, a considerable number of factors influence the overall power
usage. Determining the most significant one(s) for energy saving is non-trivial and it is a time
consuming procedure. In order to develop an effective power management strategy for green cloud
computing, we need a deep understanding of the impact of various system configurations on the
cloud power consumption. Usually, improving energy efficiency and maintaining the required
performance of a system conflict with each other. Thus, it is necessary to clarify how each system
component and configuration factors influences the system power consumption qualitatively and
quantitatively. Power profiling provides a vehicle for effectively developing autonomic and energyefficient management scheme of cloud resources.
In this chapter, we present macropower, a coarse-grained power and energy profiling framework, which can be used to direct the design of power management techniques for cloud computing. The framework is a combination of hardware (including digital meters) and software (including virtual machines, benchmarks, and analysis tools) that achieves power and energy profiling at
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server granularity. It uses direct or derived measurements to isolate and combine influences from
system components in cloud power profiles. It generates the correlations between system activities
and power/energy consumption of servers in a cloud. We implement a prototype of macropower
and test it on a cloud test-bed. It collects power usage data with varying server/cloud configurations at hardware, hypervisor, and application levels. It analyses the profiled data and quantifies the
relation between component configurations and server/cloud-wide power consumption, which provides valuable insights into the nature of power dynamics in the cloud and directs the development
of energy-efficient resource management mechanisms for green clouds.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The framework of macropower for coarsegrained power/energy profiling is presented in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 describes the power data
collection infrastructure and the profiling results. Section 3.4 provides a summary.
3.2. Architecture of Power Profiling and Analysis Framework
Fine-grained power profiling approaches [23, 61, 38] measure the power usage of individual hardware devices. They require special hard wired connections to pins of hardware components, high-performance data acquisition equipment,detailed system event and log information for
power measurement or estimation. Although they can achieve relatively accurate measurements,
their complexity and overhead are overwhelming, which makes them impractical for large production cloud systems. In this section, we present macropower for coarse-grained power profiling
and power/energy data analysis. It provides valuable information for reducing server/cloud power
usage while achieving the expected performance for virtualized cloud computing system.
Figure 3.1 presents the architecture of our power profiling framework. Instead of measuring
the power consumption of individual hardware/software components, we regard a server (also
called node) in a cloud as a fundamental unit for power profiling. The real-time measurements of
server-wide power consumption is recorded automatically by external digital power meters. The
power profiling engine collects the profiled power data from each server in the cloud. It then
analyzes and quantifies the impact of server and cloud configurations on the amount of power and
energy consumed by servers while running cloud applications. The generated profiling reports are
sent to and explored by the Cloud Resource Manager, which decides whether and how to change
15
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managed by higher-level instances, until we reach the top level, where one macropower instance
(or several distributed ones) manages the entire cloud system. We formulate such a hierarchical
power profiling structure as
serverj = hcHW , wi,
(1)

domaini = {serveri1 , serveri2 , . . . , serverin },
cloud = {domain1 , domain2 , . . . , domainm },

where cHW denotes the hardware configuration of a cloud server serverj and w represents the
server’s workload, both of which will be specified later. A domain can be a physical cluster of
cloud servers or a logical management structure.
At the hardware level, we are able to configure the electrical settings of hardware devices
in a cloud server, such as CPU frequency, memory frequency, and disk rotation speed. Then, we
measure their influence on the server-wide power usage. In this work, we utilize the dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) technique [66] [33] and switch between available CPU
frequencies to configure processor settings. Nowadays, multi-core processors are the mainstream
in data center and cloud systems. We can apply different frequency scaling governors on different
processor cores, and even shut down some cores when they are idle. In addition, results from recent
research show memory is also an important contributor to power consumption [12]. By exploiting
the advanced functionality of modern BIOS, we are able to alter the memory frequency, which is
usually specified by the memory clock rate (mcr). Hard disk is another important power consumer.
We dynamically adjust its rotation speed by changing its power mode (e.g. active, standby, and
sleep) according to its workload status. The configuration of a cloud server is specified as

cHW = hccpu , cmem , cdisk , cothers i,
(2)

ccpu = hcoresactive , f reqi,
cmem = hcapmem , mcri,
cdisk = hcapdisk , modei,

where the configuration of a processor includes a list of active cores (coresactive ) and their running
frequencies (f req), memory capacity (capmem ) and frequency (mcr) for the memory configuration
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and disk capacity (capdisk ) and power mode (mode) for the disk configuration.
At the hypervisor or virtual machine monitor level, we are able to set and change the values
of virtual machine-related parameters. For a virtual machine, we specify the number of virtual
processors (vcpu), the capacity of memory space (vmem), the amount of disk space (vhd), and
other virtual resources. Although these resources are virtual, their allocation affects the power and
energy consumption of the hosting cloud server, because they influence the usage of underlying
physical resources and the execution time of cloud applications. In addition, the existence of
hypervisor facilitates the monitoring and management of virtual machines. We can dynamically
control the number of virtual machines on a server, by instantiating virtual machines for new
cloud applications or additional workload, removing virtual machines when application tasks are
completed, migrating virtual machines between servers for load balancing and failure resilience,
and suspending/resuming virtual machines to save power. Equation (3) describes the workload and
configuration of a cloud server, which may host multiple virtual machines,
w = {vm1 , vm2 , . . . , vml },
(3)

vmk = hcvm , appi,
cvm = hvcpu, vmem, vhdi,

where app represents the application task that runs on a virtual machine vmk on the cloud server.
At the higher level, we create an overlay cluster of virtual machines running for the same
cloud application. We call the overlay cluster a reconfigurable distributed virtual machine (RDVM).
The power and energy consumption of a RDVM depends not only on the hardware configurations
of hosting servers, but also on the virtual machine scheduling strategy, which is applied to construct
and reconfigure the RDVM. We investigate and quantify the impact of different virtual machine
scheduling strategies on the aggregate power/energy consumption of a RDVM. We specify the
configuration of a RDVM as
(4)

rdvmr = {vmr1 , vmr2 , . . . , vmrs },

where for each vmrt , there exists a cloud server, serverj , on which vmrt ∈ serverj .w and
vmr1 .app = . . . = vmrs .app.
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Given a server/cloud configuration, we measure the power consumption of each cloud
server. Based on the profiled power data, we analyse and manage power and energy at the server,
RDVM, and cloud levels. The power and energy consumption of a cloud can be modeled as follows. For a given cloud server, the amount of power consumed by a hosted virtual machine (Pvmk )
depends not only on the virtual machine’s configuration and properties of the running cloud application, but also on the server’s hardware configuration. We use a function F to denote such
dependency. To determine the function F, we can exploit fine-grained power profiling approaches,
which is not the focus of this paper. Then, we calculate the power consumption of a server as
the summation of power usage of all hosted virtual machines. Similarly, we can determine the
aggregate power consumption of a RDVM. If we add the power usage of every server together, we
can estimate the power consumption of the entire cloud. Equation (5) presents how to calculate the
power dynamics of a virtual machine, server, RDVM, and the cloud,
Pvmk = F(vmk .cvm , vmk .app, serverj .cHW ),
P
Pserverj =
Pvmi + Phypervisor ,
(5)

vmi ∈serverj .w

Prdvmr =

P

Pvmi .

vmi ∈rdvmr

Pcloud =

P

Pserverj + Pnetwork ,

serverj ∈cloud

where vmk ∈ serverj .w and we omit including domain in serverj ∈ cloud for simplicity of
notation. While the power consumed by the cooling infrastructure is also an important concern
for a cloud system, we do not consider it explicitly because the cooling overhead can be modeled
approximately as a fixed percentage of the power consumed by the computing infrastructure [19].
In Equation (5), the power consumption are variables changing with time. To calculate the
corresponding energy consumptions in the cloud, we apply Equation (6) with a continuous time
model. When discrete time is used, especially in computer-aided control systems, we compute the
energy as a summation of power over small time intervals.
(6)

Z

t2

P (t) · dt.

E(t1 , t2 ) =
t1

By applying the preceding framework of macropower, we are able to specify the con19

figurations of cloud components and analyze both qualitatively and quantitatively the impact of
server/cloud configurations on the power and energy usage at multiple system levels in a coarsegrained manner.

3.3. Power and Energy Usage Characterization
In this section, we describe the experiments that we have performed on a cloud test-bed
and present the experimental results from coarse-grained power profiling. The goal is to measure
and analyze the impact of various configurations of physical and virtualized components and the
selection of virtual machine scheduling strategies on the power and energy usage at multiple system
levels of a cloud.
3.3.1. Power Data Collection Infrastructure
We have built a cloud prototype with 16 HP ProLiant servers as our testbed. The servers
are connected by gigabit Ethernet. Each cloud server has one Intel Xeno processor with four 2.8
GHz cores and two hyperthreads for each core, 8 GB of RAM, one 1 TB 7200 RPM SATA hard
drive, and one Intel e1000 GbE network interface. The frequency of each processor core can be
scaled to 1.2 GHz, 1.6 GHz, 2.0 GHz, 2.4 GHz and 2.8 GHz. The memory modules can work at
800 MHz, 1067 MHz and 1333 MHz. The hard drives can be set to active and standby modes.
The hypervisor is Xen 3.1.2 and the operating system on a virtual machine is Linux 2.6.18
as distributed with Xen 3.1.2. Each cloud server hosts up to eight virtual machines. A virtual
machine is assigned up to eight VCPUs, among which the number of active ones depends on
specific experiments. The amount of memory allocated to a virtual machine is set to 256 MB, 512
MB or 1 GB. We run micro benchmark programs, the NAS parallel benchmarks suite [3], and the
IOZone file system benchmark [1] as cloud applications o virtual machines. The applications are
submitted to the cloud testbed through a web interface. The power usage of each cloud server is
measured by using an external Watts Up Pro digital power meter. It records 16 runtime power
related metrics, including the current watts, cumulative watt hours, and their statistical values, into
a data log. It provides a web-based interface to retrieve log records.
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3.3.2. Power Profiling Results and Analysis
We vary server and RDVM configurations, including the number of virtual machines and
hardware and software resources allocated to them. We measure the corresponding power and
energy consumption of each cloud server as a unit under different configurations, and analyze the
profiled data to explore insight on the cloud power and energy dynamics.
3.3.3. Overhead in Power and Energy Usage by Virtualization
Cloud applications access virtualized resources in virtual machines. The underlying hypervisor manage to control accesses from virtual machines and applies dynamic binary translation,
trap and emulation to direct the accesses to hardware resources [6]. This process introduces additional overhead and thus consumes extra power compared with that in a non-virtualized environment. In the section, we want to answer the following questions: How much power and energy
does virtualization cost? Is this additional amount significant or negligible?
In the first set of experiments, we run the NAS parallel benchmark suite [3] and IOZone
file system benchmark [1] on our cloud testbed. The seven NAS parallel benchmark programs
are EP(Embarrassing Parallel), IS (Integer Sorting), MG (Multigrid), CG (Conjugate Gradient),
BT (Block Tridiagonal), SP (Scalar Pentadiagonal), and LU (Lower-Upper Symmetric GaussSeidel). EP is a CPU intensive application, while the others are CPU and memory intensive. Their
problem sizes are set to 231 , 225 , 224 , 105 , 1023 , 1023 , and 1023 respectively. IOZone stresses
disk I/O and its problem size is 221 . We first run these benchmark programs on non-virtualized
cloud servers, where only Linux host operating system is available on the bare hardware. Then we
install a Xen hypervisor on each server and test the benchmark programs on virual machines. The
profiling instances collect power usage data on the cloud servers and aggregate them for higherlevel analysis.
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the normalized average amount of power and energy consumed
by each cloud server when running the eight benchmark applications in both tests. According to
Figure 2, the extra power usage by virtualization is no more than 2% (for MG) and as low as 0.08%
(for CG). For most of the benchmark applications including IOZone, the overhead is less than
0.5%, which is negligible. With virtualization, an application may take more time to run compared
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cost by virtualization is 13% for IS, 0.4% for BT and 5.5% on average. Comparing the two figures,
we can see more extra energy is consumed than power, which indicates the application execution
time does increase with virtualization. In both cases, the overhead in power and energy usage
caused by virtualization is marginal.
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F IGURE 3.4. Impact of processor configurations on power consumption with one
virtual machine domain.
Processor is a major power consumer on servers [45]. In this section, we exploit the
coarse-grained power profiling functionality provided by macropower to answer the following
question: What is the impact of processor configurations on the power and energy usage by cloud
servers/system?
By utilizing the virtualization technology, we are able to instantiate a virtual machine with
one or multiple virtual processors, which are mapped to physical processor cores. Moreover, we
can alter the settings of those physical cores to save power. In this set of experiments, we run micro
benchmark applications, which stress processors on cloud servers. We vary the CPU frequency
(f req) by applying DVFS, the number of virtual processors (vcpu), and the number of on each
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F IGURE 3.5. Impact of processor configurations on power consumption with two
virtual machine domains.

server to establish different processor configurations and profile servers’ power usage accordingly.
The on-demand governor is used for each processor core, which allows each server to adapt the
number of active physical cores (coresactive ) to the number of running workloads. Figures 3.4
and 3.5 present the profiled power dynamics on cloud servers under different processor related
configurations.
First, we study the correlation between processor configurations and the power usage. On
one cloud server, we run a micro-benchmark program as the cloud application in the virtual machine, which is configured to have eight virtual processors. We test the benchmark program with
four levels of workload. As a result, one, two, four, and eight virtual processors are utilized in the
four cases. We change the operating frequency of the eight physical cores. Figure 3.6 shows the
average server-wide power usage on the cloud test bed. From the figure, we can see multiple levels
of power consumption for each setting of processor frequency, which is caused by the increased
workloads, which increases the number of active cores. Moreover, each group of bars has a power
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not increase the server’s power usage any further. Similar results appear in Figure 3.5, where
two virtual machine domains are instantiated on each cloud server. After all of the eight cores are
active, the server’s power usage does not increase any more, as shown by the third and fourth curves
in Figure 3.5. From the two figures, we can see every virtual processor that runs a workload in a
virtual machine domain is mapped to a physical core and the mapping is affected by the numbers
of virtual processors, applications, and the underlying physical cores. Equation (7) presents this
relation and its effect on the server-wide energy consumption based on the experimental results.
(7)

X
E ∝ min{
min{|vcpui |, |appi |}, |coresactive |},
i

where ’| |’ denotes a cardinal function, i is the index of virtual machine domains instantiated on a
server, and vcpu, app, and coresactive are defined in Section 3.2. The experimental results in this
section show processor configurations significantly influence the power usage of cloud servers, and
Equation (7) quantifies such influence.
Memory is also considered as an important contributor to computer’s power consumption [12]. In the following experiments, we evaluate the influence of memory related configurations
on the server/cloud-wide power and energy usage.
We instantiate one virtual machine domain with nine virtual processors (vcpu) and 1.0 GB
virtualized memory space (vmem) on each cloud server. We select the BT (Block Tridiagonal) and
CG (Conjugate Gradient) programs from the NAS benchmark suite [3] as the cloud application,
because BT and CG both have a large memory footprint at runtime. These two programs are compiled into nine processes and each process runs on a virtual processor. In the experiments, we set
the memory frequency to 800 MHz, 1067 MHz and 1333 MHz, while fixing processors’ operating
frequency. macropower measures the power consumption of each cloud server and calculates the
corresponding energy usage while servers are running the BT applications.
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the profiled power data and the calculated energy consumption
under different memory configurations from CG benchmarks. From Figure 5, we can see the memory configurations have influence on the server/cloud-wide power usage: higher memory operating
frequency leads to higher power consumption. For example, by changing the memory frequency
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More power and thus energy are consumed, when the memory frequency increases. Therefore, the
power and energy usage on memory should not be neglected.
Then we vary the number of CG processes from one to eight, which run on the corresponding number of on each cloud server. We measure and calculate the average energy consumption by
the servers, which is shown in Figure 3.8. From the figure, it is clear that the server-wide energy
usage displays a slightly linear increase as the memory frequency increases. The experimental
results indicate the change of memory frequency has a marginal impact on the server/cloud power
and energy usage. Furthermore, if a cloud server has N physical cores, running N processes on
these cores achieves the best energy efficiency. The reason is when we have less processes, the
increase in the total execution time becomes more significant, because contention is exacerbated
as more processes are running.
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F IGURE 3.9. Profiled power dynamics with different memory configurations by
running NPB-BT benchmark.
Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the profiled power data and the calculated energy consumption
under different memory configurations by running BT benchmark. From Figure 3.9, we can see
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the memory configurations have influence on the server/cloud-wide power usage: higher memory
operating frequency leads to higher power consumption. However, this influence is not significant,
e.g. by less than one Watt when the memory frequency is increased from 800 MHz to 1333 MHz.
Then we vary the number of BT processes from one to nine, which run on the corresponding
number of on each cloud server. We measure and calculate the average energy consumption by the
servers, which is shown in Figure 3.10. From the figure, it is clear that the server-wide energy
usage displays a slightly linear increase as the memory frequency (mcr) increases. This can be
formulated as
(8)

E ∝ ε · cmem .mcr,

where ε is a small significance factor. The experimental results indicate the change of memory
frequency has a marginal impact on the server/cloud’s power and energy usage. Furthermore, if a
cloud server has N physical cores, running N processes on on these cores achieves the best energy
efficiency. The reason is when we have less processes, the increase in the total execution time
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becomes more significant, because contention is exacerbated as more processes are running.
Hard disk is a major component in computer systems, especially in modern data centers and
cloud systems, where data-intensive applications are common. To profile and analyze the cloud
power and energy usage attributed to disks, we implement a micro benchmark program, which
stresses disk I/O by copying large files on disks. We run it on the servers in our cloud testbed.
We set disks to the standby mode at first. When a disk workload appears, the disk automatically switches to the active mode and works at a higher rotation speed. We conduct three sets of
experiments with one, two and four on each cloud server. We fix the size of the total virtualized
memory space and the total number of virtual processors allocated to the in order to isolate the
effects from disk configurations.
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F IGURE 3.11. Profiled power dynamics under different disk configurations.
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 depict the profiled server-wide power and energy usage under different disk configurations. We change the number of on each cloud server and the corresponding
amount of data transferred by each virtual machine. When k (k = 1, 2 and 4) are instantiated on
a server, each of them is assigned to copy a file of 2 GB / k. From Figure 3.11, we observe that
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on the cloud testbed.
when more compete with each other for I/O bandwidth, the average power consumption and the
total execution time increase. The additional power usage varies from 3.4% to 16.9%. Each spike
of power usage happens at a time point when disks start to work at the highest rotation speed. As
the total execution time and the average power consumption increase with more , the server-wide
energy usage increases in a sub-linear manner, as shown in Figure 3.12.
In the following set of experiments, we run the NAS benchmark applications on the servers
in our cloud testbed and profile the server/cloud-wide power dynamics. The two major configuration parameters that we adjust are the processor’s operating frequency (f req) and the number of in
a RDVM (|rdvmr |). f req can be dynamically changed by applying DVFS [66]. We are also able
to add to or remove them from a RDVM by applying virtual machine scheduling strategies with
aid of hypervisors.
We first run computation-intensive applications, EP (Embarrassing Parallel), on the cloud
testbed. We compile the EP program to generate two, four and eight processes, and then schedule
them to the corresponding number of on each cloud server. We fix the total number of virtual
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F IGURE 3.13. RDVM-wide energy consumption running computation-intensive
benchmark applications on the cloud testbed.
processors (vcpu) among these . We vary the processor frequency (f req) from 1.2 GHz to 2.8
GHz. For each configuration, macropower instances measure the servers’ power dynamics, aggregate the profiled data, and apply Equation (6) to calculate the RDVM-wide energy consumption.
Figure 3.13 shows the energy usage under different configurations. From this figure, we find the
overall energy consumption decreases significantly with improved concurrency, i.e. by increasing
the number of from two to eight. This is because EP is a computation-intensive application, which
has minimal inter-communication between . Its execution time can be reduced dramatically, if we
run more EP processes concurrently. We also observe from the figure that more energy is saved,
when processors operate at a higher frequency.
For communication-intensive applications, such as IS (Integer Sorting), we observe quite
different results, as shown in Figure 3.14. When we increase the number of in a RDVM running
the IS application, the energy usage increases. This is because more communication is incurred,
which consumes more energy. Moreover, by changing the processor frequency (f req) from 1.2
GHz to 2.8 GHz, the corresponding energy consumption first decreases and then increases. This
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F IGURE 3.14. RDVM-wide energy consumption running communicationintensive benchmark applications on the cloud testbed.
is caused by the imbalance between the computation speed and the communication speed. For the
cases with 2, 4, and 8 , the optimal energy efficiency is achieved when f req is set to 2.4 GHz, 2.4
GHz, and 2.0 GHz, respectively.
These experimental results suggest that for computation-intensive applications, improving
concurrency and increasing processor frequency can be combined to maximize the energy saving in
a cloud system. However, we need to be more careful when dealing with communication-intensive
applications. More and higher processor frequency may lead to more energy usage.
3.4. Summary
In order to develop effective power management policies to achieve green computing, it
is imperative to understand the power dynamics of cloud computing systems. In this chapter, we
present the macropower framework for coarse-grained power and energy profiling and analysis on
virtualized systems. Macropower assists us to quantify the impact of configurations of both hardware and software components on the server-wide and cloud-wide power and energy consumption.
The framework presents a hierarchical structure of cloud computing from individual virtual ma33

chines to servers and the cloud. We treat each cloud server as a unit and measure its power and
calculate its energy usage under various configurations while running cloud applications, which
enables us to obtain a macroscopic view of the cloud power dynamics.
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CHAPTER 4
AN ADAPTIVE POWER MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK FOR AUTONOMIC RESOURCE
CONFIGURATION IN CLOUD COMPUTING INFRASTRUCTURE
4.1. Introduction
Power and energy consumption has become a critical design factor in modern cloud computing systems and data centers, as it directly affects the operating expenses in the total cost of
ownership. Recent studies show that the operation expenses for cooling and powering large-scale
data centers will soon outstrip the acquisition cost [36]. Moreover, electricity consumed by data
centers nation wide reached 100 billion kWh at the cost of $7.4 billion by 2011 [64]. Energy saving as well as its impact on system performance, operating costs and environmental protection is
becoming an increasingly important issue to cloud designers and operators [21, 28, 46].
Virtualization technology has become a de facto enabling technology in cloud computing
community [4]. Several attractive features of the virtualization technology make it suitable for
cloud computing systems. First, high compatibility with the mainstream computer architectures
ensures that virtual machines (VMs) can support the same software and applications as on regular
physical machines. Second, the isolation of physical resources among VMs significantly enhances
security and availability of cloud services. Third, all virtualized hardware resources of a VM are
configured and encapsulated inside a single image, which makes VM highly portable and manageable. Finally, hardware independence allows virtual machines to perform dynamic reconfiguration
of hardware/software resources allocation at runtime according to the concurrent performance and
energy usage requirements. This in turn will significantly improve the resource utilization and
energy efficiency of the cloud. However, the introduction of virtualization makes the cloud infrastructure more complex, as more layers of abstraction now exist. The creation, deletion, and
migration of virtual machines increase the dynamic of cloud systems, which also challenges the
power management process. New, efficient resource management techniques are demanded to
enhance both system performance and energy efficiency of the cloud.
With the ever-increasing scale and complexity of cloud computing system, a primary con35

cern of cloud power management is how to accurately estimate cloud power usage. Most existing
work uses power meters to measure the power usage of an individual hardware component or a
server in a fine or coarse granularity [47, 71, 74, 70, 77]. Fine-grained methods connect power
sensors directly to hardware devices and record their power readings. In contrast, coarse-grained
methods measure the power usage of a server or a group of servers by using external power meters. However, in a large-scale cloud system with thousands of servers, it is highly costly and
impractical to connect power sensors or meters to a huge number of hardware devices and servers.
Moreover, as virtualization and multi-tenancy prevail in cloud systems, power management and
resource allocation are being widely performed at the virtual machine level [4, 65, 50]. Traditional
power measuring approaches are no longer applicable to virtual machines because it is not feasible
to connect physical power sensors or meters to VMs. Instead, we can attempt to estimate the power
usage of virtualized systems by correlating the values of hardware and software performance metrics with the power consumption. Virtualization enables a richer set of performance metrics from
hardware, hypervisor, VM, and cloud application than before, which can be explored to perform
power usage estimation with desired accuracy.
In a cloud system that delivers infrastructure as a service (IaaS), clients request dedicated
virtual machines from service providers to host their applications. Clients have certain performance requirements for their applications called service level agreements (SLA), which could be
response time and throughput as a bottom line in terms of performance. Generally clients are not
concerning about the power efficiency. Service providers allocate computational resources and
configure components regarding the requested service level agreements. It is desirable for service
providers to satisfy the client service level agreements and meanwhile improve the power efficiency
of their nodes as much as possible. In terms of power management in the IaaS cloud, our goal is
to achieve autonomous resource configuration by online adjusting VMs’ capacity according to the
power usage and user service level agreements requirements of the virtual machines. To achieve
this goal, a well-designed trade-off between energy saving and system performance is necessary.
There exist some studies on resource provisioning in the cloud [30, 52, 58]. However, they either
do not consider power and performance in decision making or cannot achieve a globally optimal
36

solution by using heuristics.
Reinforcement learning [62] provides an adaptive approach that periodically updates and
refines a learning model and derives optimal solutions. It does not necessarily demand massive
prior knowledge of the targeted system or the distributions of certain metrics. It enables evaluation
of power usage and performance at different system states and searching for the resource configuration that achieves the maximum long-term reward. These attractive features give reinforcement
learning potentials for developing autonomic power management in cloud systems.
In this chapter, we presented an adaptive power management framework in cloud computing infrastructures to achieve autonomic resource configuration. We propose a software and lightweight approach to accurately estimate the power usage of virtual machines and cloud servers. It
explores hypervisor-observable performance metrics to build the power usage model. To configure cloud resources, we consider both the system power usage and the Service Level Agreement
requirements, and leverage learning techniques to achieve autonomic resource allocation and enhanced power efficiency. We implement a prototype of the proposed power management system
and test it on a cloud test-bed. Experimental results show the high accuracy (over 90%) of our
power usage estimation mechanism and ur resource configuration approach achieves the lowest
energy usage among the compared four approaches.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents an overview of the
proposed cloud power management framework. Section 4.3 describes the model for accurate estimation of cloud power usage. The power management and resource configuration mechanism is
presented in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 shows the experimental results. Section 4.6 concludes the
chapter.
4.2. System Overview
In this section, we present a framework for practical system-wide power estimation and
management. First, it provides the functionality of performance metrics collection in virtual machine instances to estimate physical server power consumption. Second, based on the preprocessed
information about power consumption and performance, the framework can determine to reconfigure the cloud computing system in order to optimize the trade-off between power efficiency and
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framework for cloud computing systems
performance.
Figure 4.1 presents the architecture of the power estimation and management framework.
From the point of view of a physical server, there are two types of configurations which are of
hardware and software. Hardware configurations include CPU frequency, memory frequency, hard
drive rotation speed and so on. Software configurations are about physical resource allocation
among virtual machine instances such as virtual cores setting-up, memory allocation and storage
capacity allocation. All the hardware and software configurations can qualitatively and quantitatively impact system-wide power consumption and performance. In the framework, Power Estimation Model collects resource utilization information from all virtual machines to estimate physical
server power consumption. Cloud Resource Manager includes performance collection model and
reinforcement learning-based power management model. The power consumption information estimated by the power estimation model is transferred to power management model as a feedback
for making decisions of auto-configuration. Performance collection model gathers performance
information of workloads and send it to power management model as another feedback. Power
management model compiles the performance and power consumption to generate a immediate
reward for the current configuration. Based on the reward, reinforcement learning model refines
the learning system for making better decision on system configurations.
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4.3. Cloud Power Usage Estimation Model
In our framework, we aim to develop a platform independent approach to estimate systemwide power consumption based on hardware performance metrics in virtualized cloud computing
system, which can provide feedback for power management model. Essentially, we cannot measure the performance metric of specific hardware from host operating system when some intensive
workloads are running inside virtual machine instances due to the isolation. So we collect performance metrics in virtual machine level and compile them to estimate power consumption for
individual server. Recently, it was demonstrated that the instantaneous power consumption is linearly correlated with some performance metrics of hardware [43]. Therefore, we utilize a linear
regression model to estimate system-wide power consumption and subsequently energy consumption.
We can perceive the system-wide power consumption in two aspects. The first one is the
static power consumption which is primarily based on the hardware configuration and reflects the
idle power consumption of a system. Generally, static power consumption is simple to model
for a given hardware configuration, which approximately account for no more than 50% of maximum power consumption. The second part is the dynamic power consumption caused by running
additional intensive workloads. These workloads can dynamically alter utilization of some poweraware hardware devices.
The most three significant and dynamic power consuming devices in computer are CPU,
memory and hard disk. In terms of CPU, there are several factors related to power consumption. In
our framework, we select CPU utilization and CPU frequency as critical power-aware factors. In
virtualized computing system, CPU resources are assigned to virtual machine instances based on
software configuration of virtual machine hypervisor. Virtual machine hypervisor is in charge of
resource allocation among VM instances. CPU frequency is a comprehensive hardware configuration that can influence the power consumption of most devices in computer. High CPU frequency
will cause RAM and hard disk to consume more power. Memory is another significant poweraware device and we select memory utilization as the factor in the estimation model. However,
memory utilization is not strictly linear-correlated with power consumption of memory we address
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this issue by regarding the memory utilization as a discrete value instead of continuous value. I/O
utilization is denoted by bytes written and read per second, which can mostly reflect the power
consumption trend in I/O channel. Based on these I/O performance metrics, we can indirectly
estimate the power consumed by hard drive. Moreover, all these three performance metrics can
be directly collected by Linux performance monitoring tools inside virtual machine. Using the
performance metrics, the model for server power estimation may be written as:

(9)

P w(k) = wcpu Ucpu (k) + wmem Umem (k) + wio Uio (k) + 

where wcpu ,wmem and wio denote linear coefficients,  is the error term of linear regression model,
Ucpu , Umem and Uio represents the overall utilizations of CPU, memory and I/O respectively, k
denotes the time stamp. In this model ,we have not modeled the power consumption of other resources, because their dynamic range of power consumption is relatively small and can be included
in the error term.
In the linear regression model, the performance metrics are the summation of utilization
in host system and user guest system. Due to the heterogeneity of resource utilization between
host and guest system, we design an approach to normalize the heterogeneous utilization between
them. The normalization approach can help us attain the reliable overall utilization for the linear
regression model. For the host system, since there is no intense workloads running other than
maintenance, we can regard the resource utilization for host system as a static value. For virtual
machine instance, the resource utilization depends on the resource allocation. The resource utilization measured inside a VM instance is scaled to how many resources allocated to this instance.
For example, if a VM instance is allocated with 50% CPU resource, the CPU utilization of the
instance contributed to overall CPU utilization should be half of the utilization measured inside the
instance. The memory normalization is similar to CPU. For I/O, we simply add I/O performance
metric together without normalization.
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4.4. Autonomic Cloud Power Management Mechanism
In our virtualized cloud computing system test bed, we utilize reinforcement learning as
our power management policy which can render the system progressively converge into energy
saving states as well as meanwhile considering the performance of applications. As we defined in
our previous research [78], a RDVM (Reconfigurable Distributed Virtual Machine) is an overlay
cluster of virtual machines operating for the same cloud computing applications. The virtualized
cluster is comprised of RDVMs logically and servers physically, which means we should monitor
system energy consumption and performance from the perspective of physical servers and RDVMs.
Subsequently, the detailed information about energy consumption and performance from servers
are analyzed by a master node in the cluster which yields overall energy-performance information
for determining future adjustment in system configuration in terms of balancing energy saving and
performance.
In the virtualized cloud computing system, one reinforcement learning agent is assigned
to coordinate the power consumption and performance of all the ongoing applications. For the
reinforcement learning agent in physical server, we define the system state as a vector of three
order tuples:
(10)

s(k) = (n(k), AV M (k), CHD (k))

where k means the time stamp, n(k) denotes the number of active virtual machines with ongoing
workloads, AV M (k) represents the overall allocation of hardware resource among virtual machines
and CHD (k) means specific hardware configurations. Essentially, the state represents the hardware
and software configurations of the system. The hardware configurations of the active physical
nodes is defined as:
(11)

Ai (k) = (ACP U (k), AM EM (k), AHD (k))

where ACP U , AM EM (k) and AHD (k) represent CPU cores allocation, memory allocation and storage capacity allocation for the VM instance indexed by i. Hardware configuration is defined as,
(12)

Cj (k) = (CCP U (k), CM EM (k), CHD (k))
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where CCP U (k) CM EM (k) CHD (k) denote the CPU frequency, memory frequency and hard drive
rotation speed respectively for physical server indexed by j. Inside the system, every physical
server and virtual machine is identified by a index, so we can recognize them by the server index
and virtual machine index. Furthermore, we discretize the element of state vector into several levels
rather than a continuous representation of elements, which reduces the complexity of reinforcement
learning model. Since the elements of state vector are discretized, the action in RL agent are
defined as a ordered 3-tuple compatible with the state tuple,
(13)

a(k) = (a1 (k), a2 (k), a3 (k))

where three action elements represents changing three elements in state tuple.
In reinforcement learning system, we need a feedback signal to determine whether a tested
configuration can positively affect the energy consumption and performance or not. Therefore, an
immediate reward is defined as,
(14)

R(s(k)) = f (P w(k), P f (k)) =

P erf ormance − SLA
P ower

where R(s(k)) denotes a feedback signal function combined by power consumption P w(k), performance P f (k) and service level agreement SLA. Service level agreement is a predefined requirements for performance and power consumption. The power consumption in single server is
calculated by adding resource utilization of all the residing virtual machines together and applying
these information to power estimation model as,
(15)

P w(k) =

N
X

P wj (k)

j=1

where P wj (k) denotes the power consumption of a single server and N represents the number of
physical servers in the system. Similarly, the performance can be presented as a overall performance by finding some performance parameters such as application running throughput or overhead in individual virtual machine and add them together as,
(16)

P f (k) =

n
X
i=1
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P fj (k)

where n denotes number of VM instances in the system. In order to determine the reward in
a cluster reinforcement learning agent, we utilize the estimation function of power consumption
developed in the previous section equation (1).
A reinforcement learning agent residing in the system is in charge of making the decision
on how to adjust configurations for optimizing power efficiency and performance. Reinforcement
learning is a procedure on how an agent to take actions in order to maximize the long-term cumulative rewards in a dynamic environment [62]. Reinforcement learning provides autonomous and
adaptive power management in virtualized cloud computing system. As a self-adaptive learning
approach, RL model is able to capture the delayed effect of reconfiguration on performance and
energy consumption which is highly fitted for the virtualized environment. Moreover, RL model
requires no prior knowledge about the cloud dynamic and online learning procedure can find a
balance between exploration which means following the current optimal policy and exploitation
which means random select actions to capture the system dynamic.
The reinforcement learning environment is formulated as a Markov Decision Process including a set of states S and a set of actions A. Based on the states and actions, the transition
probability is defined as Pa (s, s0 ) = P r(st+1 = s0 |st = s, at = a) and an immediate reward
function is denoted as R = E[rt+1 |st = s, at = a, st+1 = s0 ]. At each iteration t, the RL agent
considers current state st and selects a action A(st ) to transmit the current state to a next state st+1
in terms of maximizing the long-term cumulative reward defined as,
(17)

∞
X
Q(s, a) = E{
γ k rt+k+1 |st = s, at = a}
k=0

where γ is a discount factor to facilitate the convergence of learning system and Q function is
defined as the quality of actions [69]. For each pair of state and action, there is a corresponding
quality to indicate the estimated long-term reward in the function. The updating policy is that the
agent will always select the action yielding maximum output of quality function for current state.
Essentially, the quality function is an estimated value for long. We employ temporal-difference
method to refine the model and update quality function as,
Q(s(k), a(k)) = Q(s(k), a(k)) + α × [R(s(k + 1))
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(18)

+ γ × max Q(s(k + 1), a(k + 1)) − Q(s(k), a(k)]
a

where α is the learning factor. The TD method only requires the instant observed reward to update quality function rather than waiting for long term final outcome. The optimal state is the one
with maximum quality value after the quality function is stable. To accelerate the quality function
convergence process, we introduce some guided exploration mechanisms to enhance the action
selection procedure and refine the model, which means that the agent inclines to increase hardware
resource allocation under relative high CPU and memory utilization. The algorithm 1 indicate the
updating procedure of quality value function.

Algorithm 1: Updating quality value.
INPUT: A table Q representing the initial quality value.
OUTPUT: A table Q indicating the converged quality value.
SetQ = Random();
repeat
s(t) = currents tate();
a(t) = action(s(t));
reconf igure();
r(s(t + 1)) = reward();
s(t + 1) = currents tate();
a(t + 1) = action(s(t + 1));
U pdating Q table by T D method;
t = t + 1;
until quality value table becomes stable
return Q;
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4.5. Performance Evaluation
In this section, we describe the experiments that we have performed on a cloud test-bed
and present the experimental results from auto-configuration framework. We are going to test
the proposed power estimation model with recognized cloud computing applications. Moreover,
the auto-configuration framework is tested to investigate the feasibility and effectiveness of the
reinforcement learning approach in cloud computing test bed.
4.5.1. Experiment Setting
The prototype cloud computing test bed consists of 16 HP Proliant servers. The servers are
connected by gigabit Ethernet. Each cloud server has one Intel Xeon processor with four 2.8GHz
cores and two hyperthreads for each core, 8GB of 1333MHz RAM, one 1 TB 7200 RPM SATA
hard disk and one Intel e1000 GbE network interface. The frequency of CPU can be scaled to
1,2GHz, 1.6GHz, 2.0GHz, 2.4GHz and 2.8GHz. The frequency of memory model can be switched
to 800MHz, 1067MHz and 1333MHz. The hard disk has two modes available representing different rotation speed. We employ Wattsup Pro digital power meter to collect power consumption
and other 16 statistical as ground truth. All the information are saved in a log and power meter
manufacturers provide a web-based software to collect the data from the log.
The virtual machine hypervisor is Xen 3.1.2. We install guest and host OS with CentOS 5.4
with Linux kernel 2.6.18. Each server hosts up to 4 VM instances. The maximum of virtual cores
allocation for each VM is 8 and exact number of active cores depends on specific experiments. The
amount of memory allocated to a VM is set 1024MB, which is sufficient for all the benchmarks
employed in our experiment. We design a series of micro-benchmark for CPU, memory and I/O
intensive. Others includes NAS parallel benchmark suite (NPB) [3], IOzone filesystem benchmark
[1] and Apache Hadoop benchmark samples [10] as the cloud applications.
4.5.2. Performance of Power Usage Estimation
In this section, we discuss training methods in detail for the framework. In the training
process, we select NPB benchmark and IOzone to determine the linear coefficient for power consumption estimation model. NPB suite contain multiple CPU and memory intensive benchmarks
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TABLE 4.1. Linear coefficients in different CPU frequencies
Frequency wCP U wM EM

wIO



2.8GHz

55.30

18.35

8.34 55.60

2.4GHz

37.47

16.84

7.55 50.97

2.0GHz

22.78

12.45

6.62 50.71

1.6GHz

18.56

10.50

3.12 47.32

1.2GHz

12.15

6.25

1.45 46.99

which are able to simulate most of situations for servers in large-scale cloud computing system.
The IOzone benchmark, which is a file system benchmark utility, can trigger relative high I/O utilization. Moreover, in our framework, we address the issue that the variation of CPU frequency
can quantitatively affect coefficients of the linear regression model, which is not mentioned in previous research. Therefore, the training process is operated several times for given different CPU
frequencies and generates several sets of coefficients for regression model.
To collect the system performance metrics for the power consumption estimation model,
we utilize Sysstat tool [26] to gather utilization information of CPU, memory and I/O. Basically,
the Sysstat utilities are a collection of performance monitoring tool attached to LINUX operating
system. Collecting the performance metrics from guest OS is relatively more flexible and it can be
applied in all types of virtual machine monitor compared to the performance metric collection in
the level of virtual machine hypervisor. In the data presentation of performance metric collected
by Sysstat, the performance of I/O is presented as blocks written and read per second. For the
computational convenience of the linear regression model, we normalize the I/O utilization from 0
to 1 by scaling the measured number to the maximum of blocks written and read per second. The
Sysstat can measure the memory utilization and we define the memory utilization as 0 or 1 based
on whether the memory is involved in the workload. Power consumption of a server is measured
by an external power meter which is regarded as a ground truth for the model. After each trial, all
the information about performance metrics and power consumption are transmitted to a terminal
server in which data preprocessing software can synchronize the time stamp of information and
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F IGURE 4.2. CPU micro-benchmark power consumption comparison between estimation and ground truth
store them in a particular format to prepare for training the linear regression model. When the
software collects sufficient data after several trials, we perform the process to solve the coefficients
of linear regression for given CPU frequency. Table 4.1 indicates the coefficients generated by the
estimation model.
Cloud computing systems are dynamic and multiple virtual machines running different
cloud applications may multiplex an underlying cloud server. As a result, we test the power usage
mode in three ways. First, the model is trained exclusively by the utilization information when
the MapReduce Word Count benchmarks are running. Second, the model is trained exclusively
by running the MapReduce Pi Estimator benchmark applications. Finally, we train the model by
running both the Word Count and the Pi Estimator benchmarks. We plan to check the difference
between these linear coefficients in the three different training cases. Figure 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 present
the difference of the linear coefficients with different CPU frequencies. These figures show that the
difference of coefficients between three training cases are all less than 5%. Therefore, the linear
coefficients of the power estimation model are relatively stable regardless of the heterogeneity of
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F IGURE 4.3. Hadoop WordCount power consumption comparison between estimation and ground truth
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F IGURE 4.4. Linear coefficients comparison with CPU frequency as 2.8 GHz.
cloud applications running on the system.
We evaluate the accuracy of the power consumption estimation model. In order to suffi48
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F IGURE 4.5. Linear coefficients comparison with CPU frequency as 2.0 GHz.
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F IGURE 4.6. Linear coefficients comparison with CPU frequency as 1.2 GHz.
ciently prove the feasibility of the framework, we perform idle, CPU, memory, hard drive microbenchmark and comprehensive benchmark such as Apache Hadoop WordCount on the server to
activate all hardware resources for testing. During the testing process, all the related performance
information are collected, gathered and transmitted to the terminal server for power estimation.
Figure 4.2 shows the trace of power estimation produced by the framework with running CPU
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F IGURE 4.7. Power estimation accuracy in different workloads
micro-benchmark. The red curve represents the estimated power consumption and black curve
denotes the ground truth collected by the external power meter. Figure 4.3 shows the power estimation of comprehensive WordCount benchmark and ground truth. Both figures illustrate that
the power consumption estimated by framework can mostly reflect the trend of ground truth. To
evaluate the accuracy of estimation model, we run multiple benchmarks to intensify the utilization of physical resource. The accuracy is calculated as follows. For each trial of benchmark, the
instantaneous difference between estimated power and measured power is recorded at each time
stamp. The average absolute value of the difference over the entire trial is regarded as the error.
Therefore, accuracy is defined as,
(19)

accuracy = 1 − 

where  denotes the error. Figure 4.7 indicates the accuracy of estimation under five different
benchmarks. Based on the experimental results, except for idle state, all others gain accuracy more
than 90 per cent which are sufficient for cloud computing systems. The overhead introduced by
data collection, data transferring and regression procedure is trivial compared to the time consumed
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F IGURE 4.8. System wide energy consumption due to different configuration policies
by running benchmarks.
4.5.3. Performance of Power Management
In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of reinforcement learning auto-configuration
framework in practical virtualized cloud computing system. We select Apache Hadoop MapReduce WordCount workload as our application to test the system. As a particular project developing
for open source software in reliable, scalable and distributed computing environment specializing
in processing large data set, Apache Hadoop is an ideal test-bed for cloud computing experiment.
Furthermore, the WordCount in Apache Hadoop package is a comprehensive benchmark, which
can utilize most of significant power-consuming resources in computer system such as CPU, memory and I/O bandwidth. Depending on the computational capability of our distributed computing
cluster, we initialize the problem size of WordCount benchmark in a collection of four text files,
in which each file is about 50 mega bytes. We install virtual machine instances as one name node
and several data nodes for the Apache Hadoop distributed computing environment.
For the reinforcement learning power management framework, we define an ordered 451

tuple as the state of system configuration in which every element is discretized in several levels.
For the first element in the ordered 4-tuple, it represents the number of data nodes involved in
processing the workloads which can influence the computational ability of system. In Apache
Hadoop distributed system, there should be one necessary name node, whose functionality is about
coordinating the computational assignments among different processes and managing file system
namespace, and at least one data node which primarily undertakes computing jobs and store data
to be processed. In the cluster, we have one specific virtual machine instance as name node and 5
virtual machines available as data nodes. Consequently, there are five levels for the first element
in the ordered 4-tuple. We can modify the Hadoop configuration file to change the number of
involved data nodes for the computational task. The second element is the CPU frequency of
physical servers in five different levels. In order to switch the CPU frequency, we utilize the
dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) technology implemented by CPU manufacturers.
Another two elements represent the resource allocation among virtual machine instances. The
third one is the virtual CPU cores allocation with two levels (one and two per instance) and the
fourth one indicates the memory allocation with two levels (512 MB and 1024 MB per instance).
In general, we have 100 various configurations for the virtualized distributed cloud computing
environment. Since there are four elements in the tuple of state, the quality function should be
as simple as possible. We define 8 actions for each state to indicate that one action can merely
increase or decrease the one element with one level. Moreover, we also consider the condition that
for some state on the edge there are less than 8 actions and the relative entries in quality function
is defined as 0. Therefore, depending on the definitions of state and action, the quality learning
function is defined as a 5 dimensional matrix for each combination of state and action, which has
800 entries. To define the service level agreement for reward, we determine a relatively medium
performance and energy consumption as the SLA for the experiment, which are 80 seconds in
execution time and 10000 watts×second in energy consumption.
Initially, we do not have any knowledge about the energy consumption and performance of
the WordCount workload for certain configurations. So the quality value function is randomly initialized by a normal distribution function with expectation 10 and variance 0.1. After encounter a
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F IGURE 4.9. System wide performance due to different configuration policies
new configuration without a reward saved in the reward matrix, we need conduct a trial for this configuration and record the immediate reward of this configuration. Based on the reward, we update
the quality value function iteratively until the quality function converges after certain iterations. In
our system, because getting the absolute convergence of quality learning function is difficult, we
terminate the trial-update procedure when observing the configuration is switching among certain
ones during several previous iterations, which means a group of sub-optimal solutions are reached.
In the group, the configuration with highest reward is the optimal one. Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9
give the energy consumption and performance curve during the learning procedure. From the figure, the energy consumption and execution time of the WordCount benchmark decrease gradually
after 22 configuration updating iterations and 11 configuration trials from a relatively medium
configuration, which is represented by (2, 2, 1, 1), to the optimal one and it consumes approximately 1200 seconds for convergence of the reinforcement learning system. Furthermore, we set
up another two experiments for the purpose of comparison. Firstly, the ARMA (Auto-Regression
Moving Average) method is presented by Padala et al. which employs linear model to predict
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F IGURE 4.10. Convergence time comparison in three configuration policies

future performance for given configurations based on previous performance and configuration.
Secondly, we utilize a heuristics-based method to approximate the optimal configuration in terms
of performance and energy consumption. Based on the experimental results from Figure 4.10, we
find out that ARMA and heuristics-based method consume more time than learning-based before
the system is converged. The reason is that ARMA method is a stochastic method and considers
the relation between performance and system configuration to be a linear one, but sometimes a
slight shift of configuration can trigger a drastic change in performance and energy consumption.
Heuristic method consumes much more time than learning-based method on conducting trials on
relatively inferior configuration.
After the convergence, we gain the relative optimality of configurations for the WordCount
benchmark, which is of 4 data nodes, 2.4 GHz CPU frequency, two cores and 1024 MB memory
allocation for each virtual machine instance. The execution time and energy consumption of the
benchmark under the optimal configuration are 53 seconds and 6672 watts×second. Moreover,
both metrics are the optimal one among all the trials in the experiment. Compared with overall 100
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different configurations, conducting 11 trials to reach the relative optimality is acceptable.
4.6. Summary
In this chapter, we present a power management framework with a power estimation model
and power-aware resource management approach to achieve automated configuration in cloud
computing systems. We design a platform independent method to estimate instantaneous power
consumption of VMs by the linear regression model. Furthermore, based on the power estimation
information, the reinforcement learning-based power management approach can achieve online
coordination of system configurations and automated optimization of power efficiency and performance without a prior knowledge of system architecture and power usage. Experimental results
show that our framework and approach are able to adjust the hardware and software configurations
to accommodate system dynamics and drive the system to optimal configurations in a timely fashion.
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CHAPTER 5
TRAPPED CAPACITY: SCHEDULING UNDER A POWER CAP TO MAXIMIZE MACHINE
ROOM THROUGHPUT
5.1. Introduction
Efficient allocation and effective utilization of power and energy in machine rooms are demanded by industry. However, the power for machine rooms, in practice, is well over-provisioned,
specified by high energy LINPACK runs or nameplate power estimates [54].
A direct way to control the power consumption of machine rooms is to set an upper bound
on power, called a power cap, and enforce that a machine room cannot use more power than the
assigned power cap [14, 45]. Drawing more power would likely trip circuit breakers and lead
to system downtime and additional stress on the hardware. Currently some types of individual
compute nodes can be statically capped via BIOS settings at boot time or in newer systems at run
time. However, the idea of setting power caps on a per job basis and managing them from a systemwide rather than a per-node perspective has not yet been investigated thoroughly. Meanwhile, high
performance computing (HPC) systems in production environments do not make full utilization
of the provided power. In particular, HPC systems are generally configured for worst-case power
usage, which leads to over-provisioning. This implies the existence of trapped power capacity,
which is the amount of power supplied to a machine room but not used to yield useful cycles.
Instead of being wasted, the trapped power capacity should be reclaimed to accommodate more
compute nodes in the machine room and thereby increase system throughput. Our goal is not to
reduce power consumption but rather to maximize the use of the existing power infrastructure, for
example the power distribution units (PDUs).
Maximizing the utilization of the trapped capacity to complete as many parallel jobs as
possible per unit time without exceeding the power cap is challenging, given how dynamic the
system is. Tests on production HPC systems are costly and often infeasible. To make things worse,
there is no practical and widely accepted simulator that can reflect the power consumption under
different job and resource scheduling policies in real HPC environments.
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In this chapter, we present TracSim, a high-level macro-scale simulator that enables users
to evaluate the performance of different policies for scheduling parallel tasks under a power cap.
TracSim simulates the executing environment of a HPC system at Los Alamos national laboratory
(LANL). We use real measurements from the LANL cluster to set the configuration parameters of
TracSim. TracSim allows users to specify the system topology, hardware configuration, power cap
and task workload, and to develop job and resource scheduling policies aiming to maximize the
machine room throughput while keeping power consumption under the power cap by exploiting
CPU throttling techniques. In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the simulator, We leverage
TracSim to implement and evaluate four task scheduling policies: three are power-aware and one is
performance-dominant. The simulation results show the performance of the policies in terms of the
trapped capacity utilization and system throughput. To the best of our knowledge, TracSim is the
first simulator of its kind to estimate the power usage of HPC systems by simulating a production
execution environment to test job and resource scheduling policies under a power cap.
Though this work focuses on HPC use cases, i.e., tightly synchronized multi-node jobs, it is
also useful in data centers where multi-node jobs are not tightly coupled but could still be managed
dynamically by priority rather than with static node power caps. We make these key contributions.
TracSim is a full-system simulator that enables estimating power usage and jobs performance at extreme-scale infrastructure. Low-overhead power and performance estimation model
implemented inside TracSim is able to quantitatively simulate the behavior of individual HPC job
under different hardware and software configurations according to historical profiling statistics of
the host HPC system. TracSim is able to enforce system-wide power caps and power budgets,
which are the crucial attributes to simulate the holistic behavior of a HPC infrastructure. TracSim
provides large amount of convenient application user interfaces to facilitate the implementation of
different job scheduling and power management policies on the top of the simulated platform. By
applying these application programming interfaces (API), users can enforce their proposed policies
and evaluate their potential effectiveness in terms of the utilization of trapped capacity. TracSim
is designed with a powerful statistics model, which monitors the system in both microscopic and
macroscopic level. For power usage statistics, TracSim can generate system-wide and node-wide
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power draws, monitor the entire life span of individual HPC jobs and explore the hardware behaviors of each node. Based on these benefits, TracSim is a effective experimental tool to research
power management issues in HPC community.
The rest of chapter is organized as follows. Sections 5.2 and 5.3 present in detail the architecture and the major components of TracSim. The design and implementation of TracSim are
described in Section 5.4. We implement three power-aware job scheduling policies and use TracSim to analyze their performance. The results are presented in Section 5.5. Section 5.6 concludes
the chapter.
5.2. Architecture of TracSim
We aim at developing a simulator that enables users to evaluate the performance of different
policies for scheduling parallel jobs under a power cap. It should simulate the execution environment of a production HPC system and be flexible and scalable to allow users to define different
system topology, hardware configuration, power cap and task workload. It also needs to provide a
well-defined API for users to implement different resource allocation and reconfiguration policies.
To the best of our knowledge, TracSim is the first simulator of its kind that can meet all these
requirements.
Figure 5.1 depicts the architecture of the TracSim simulator. TracSim consists of four major
components: workload, job, node and cluster. A workload represents one type of application
with a given problem size and a number of tasks (its concurrency). A job is an instance of a
workload type with user-specified performance requirements and a priority level. As is common
in HPC systems, a parallel job contains a number of tasks that are scheduled to run on multiple
nodes, where a task is usually a rank in an message passing interface (MPI) job. A node includes
the configuration information of the major hardware devices including CPU, memory, disk, and
network, the identity of a running job task, and a power monitor that calculates the power usage
of executing the task on this node. There are a number of nodes in a cluster. In addition, a job
scheduler in a cluster decides which job will run on which node. Users can define a power cap
as the upper bound of power usage of the cluster and implement policies that adjust the resource
configurations of nodes to use the trapped capacity in the cluster.
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F IGURE 5.1. Architecture of TracSim.
The minimum information that must be provided to TracSim consists of a list of jobs, the
execution time and power consumption of workloads at the highest CPU frequency, and the total
number of nodes in a cluster.
5.3. Components of TracSim
In this section, we present the design details of the four major components in TracSim.
Their implementation issues are discussed in the next section.
5.3.1. Workloads and Jobs
TracSim defines a workload class for each category of application it simulates. HPC applications display varying load which is manifested as the dynamic utilization of system resources,
including CPU, memory, disk and network when run on a real-world system. The corresponding power usage also changes at runtime. Different types of applications have different runtime
dynamics. To model these dynamics, we could directly use the time series of the continuous measurements of the resource utilization and power usage from a production system to represent an
application’s workload. However, the time and space complexity of this approach is intimidating.
An efficient method is to leverage statistical analysis of the time series, such as data distributions
or statistics, to model the workload dynamics [13, 76]. Data distributions are relatively more ac59

TABLE 5.1. Major attributes of components in TracSim.
Attribute

Description

Workload.ProblemSize

Problem size of a workload.

Workload.Concurrency Number of tasks in a job of a workload.
Job.Workload

Workload type of a job.

Job.Priority

Priority value of a job.

Job.Nodes

A set of nodes scheduled to run tasks of a job.

Job.Perf

Performance statistics of a job.

Job.Power

Power usage of a job.

Job.State

Execution state of a job.

Job.SubTime

Timestamp of job’s submission.

Job.StartTime

Timestamp of starting job’s execution.

Job.FinishTime

Timestamp of job’s completion.

Node.Config

Hardware configuration of a node.

Node.Utilization

Resource utilization of a node.

Node.Task

Running task on a node.

Node.Power

Power consumption of a node.

Cluster.DirtyNodes

A set of nodes assigned to run jobs in a cluster.

Cluster.IdleNodes

A set of idle nodes in a cluster.

Cluster.JobList

A set of jobs running on a cluster.

Cluster.PowerCap

Power cap of a cluster.

curate. However, finding good fits for various time series is challenging. In TracSim, we use
statistics of the measured performance and power usage data while running different applications
on a production cluster to model the applications’ workloads.
Two important attributes of a workload are the concurrency and problem size as listed in
Table 5.1. They determine the number of tasks (in turn the number of nodes) and the amount of
computation performed by each task. These directly influence the workload’s power and energy
usage.
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A job is an instance of a workload with user specified performance requirements and system
recorded execution information. A user provides the priority of a job during the job submission.
The job scheduler then selects a set of qualified and available nodes to run the job’s tasks and
schedules the tasks’ execution based on the job’s priority. The number of selected nodes is the
concurrency of the job’s workload. The scheduler also updates the job’s execution state, execution
time, and completion time. Based on a power usage model (described in Section 5.4) that uses
measurements of power consumption from a production HPC cluster at Los Alamos national lab,
TracSim calculates the power usage of running the job as follows:
(20)

X

job.P ower =

node.P ower.

node∈job.N odes

In many production HPC systems, a node is the minimum scheduling unit. That is, nodes
are not shared across jobs. Hence, by aggregating the power consumption of those nodes executing
tasks of a job, TracSim can simulate the job’s total power usage. In addition, the statistics of the
job’s execution performance are also recorded.
5.3.2. Nodes and Clusters
Node is a representation of a computer or a server in an HPC system. From the hardware’s perspective, a node comprises multiple hardware devices. TracSim simulates the hardware
composition of a node by providing a set of configuration parameters to allow users to define the
node’s hardware specification. We include those configuration parameters that affect the power
consumption of the node, including the number of processor cores, CPU frequency, and various
fixed costs.
From the software’s perspective, a node provides computing/storage services and runs application tasks. One task can be run on the node at a time. The Node.Task attribute keeps tracking
the currently running task on the node. The power monitor exploits the measurements of resource utilization from the LANL cluster to simulate the dynamics of resource utilization which
determines the node’s power consumption according to the power usage model as described in
Section 5.4.
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TABLE 5.2. Major programming functions provided by TracSim.
Method

Description

Workload.setConcurrency Set the concurrency of a workload.
Workload.setProblemSize

Set the problem size of a workload.

Job.setWorkload

Set the workload type of a job.

Job.getWorkload

Get the workload type of a job.

Job.allocNode

Assign a set of nodes to run a job.

Job.suspend

Suspend the execution of a job.

Job.resume

Resume the execution of a job.

Job.setPriority

Set the priority of a job.

Job.setSubmissionTime

Set the submission time of a job.

Node.setFreq

Set the CPU frequency of a node.

Node.getPower

Get the power consumption value of a node.

Node.assignTask

Assign a task of a job to run on a node.

Cluster.setPowerCap

Set the power cap of a cluster.

Cluster.setTracManager

Set the trapped capacity management policy of a cluster.

Cluster.setJobScheduler

Set the job scheduling policy of a cluster.

A cluster consists of a number of nodes which are connected by a network. For each cluster,
TracSim maintains a list of nodes belonging to that cluster. When the job scheduler dispatches a
job’s tasks to run on the nodes of a cluster, the cluster’s job list is updated. The PowerCap of the
cluster determines the maximum amount of power that the cluster can use at any time. The job
scheduler and trapped capacity manager are two important components that control the overall
power consumption and the utilization of the trapped capacity in a cluster. The former decides
which job tasks will run on which cluster nodes at what time and the latter changes the hardware
configurations, such as the number of active processor cores and the CPU frequency, according to
user-defined policies. Although the cooling system is an important power consumer, its detailed
simulation is beyond the scope of this paper. In TracSim, a fixed amount representing the power
usage of a cooling system based on the measurements from real systems can be added to the
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cluster’s power consumption.
5.3.3. Job Scheduler
The job scheduler maps tasks of the submitted jobs to the available nodes in a cluster or
across clusters. Consequentially, it is also responsible for updating the execution states of jobs and
the resource utilization of nodes and for calculating the power usage of jobs and nodes.
In production computer systems, job scheduling tools such as SLURM [72], PBS [32],
and MOAB [2] decide the execution sequence of jobs and node assignments based on certain
properties of jobs including their priorities and/or deadlines. Following this common practice,
TracSim provides a priority-based job scheduling policy by default. Algorithm 2 outlines this
policy. It is implemented by using the attributes and functions provided by TracSim, as listed in
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 respectively.
The algorithm is a basic backfill with no dynamic priority and no specific job placement. At
every scheduling time point, the job scheduler selects the job with the highest priority to schedule.
The scheduler searches for a set of idle nodes whose number matches the concurrency value of the
job’s workload. If successful, the selected nodes are marked as “dirty nodes” which indicates that
those nodes are not available for scheduling until the currently running job terminates. In this way,
the job scheduler keeps allocating the available nodes to those jobs that have been submitted but
not yet started until there are not enough nodes available for scheduling a new job.
When a job finishes execution or is terminated, the nodes allocated to the job are released.
The job scheduler is then invoked in an attempt to allocate the available nodes to the next job with
the highest priority.
Even when there are sufficient available nodes for a lower-priority job but not enough for a
higher-priority job, the job scheduler reserves those available nodes for the higher-priority job until
enough nodes are released, because the scheduler cannot foresee when the lower-priority job can
finish in real systems and tries to avoid starving the higher-priority job. This is only one of many
possible methods of scheduling priority jobs. Other job scheduling policies can be implemented
and added to TracSim.
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Algorithm 2: Priority-based job scheduling policy in TracSim by default.
priority = 1;
for all job ∈ cluster.JobList and job is not started do
if job.priority = priority and job.W orkload. Concurrency ≤ ||cluster.IdleN odes||
then
list = ∅;
Job scheduler assigns nodes requested by job to list;
cluster.IdleN odes ← cluster.IdleN odes − list;
cluster.DirtyN odes ← cluster.DirtyN odes ∪ list;
for all node ∈ list do
node.assignT ask(job);
end for
end if
if all the jobs with priority are either started or completed then
priority = priority + 1;
end if
end for
5.4. Implementation Issues of TracSim and Trapped Capacity Management Policies
In this section, we focus on the implementation issues, including the setting of parameters
and the power usage model used in TracSim. We also present two trapped-capacity management
policies to demonstrate how to use TracSim to manage resource and power.
5.4.1. Performance Profiling and Parameter Setting
TracSim simulates the executing environment of a production HPC system at Los Alamos
national laboratory (LANL). We use real measurements from the LANL cluster to set the configuration parameters of TracSim. The cluster contains 150 nodes. Each node is equipped with
two 8-core Intel E5-2670 Sandy Bridge processor. The total number of CPU cores in the cluster
is 2400. The frequency of each core can be set from 1.2 GHz to 3.0 GHz. (3.0 GHz is in fact
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TABLE 5.3. Measurements of application performance and power consumption
from running xRAGE on a LANL HPC cluster.
CPU Freq.
GHz norm.

Execution Time

Power Consumption

sec.

norm.

Watt

norm.

1.2

0.40

1,525.61

2.38

24,442.19

0.49

1.5

0.50

1,239.06

1.93

27,170.10

0.54

1.8

0.60

1,007.50

1.57

30,123.53

0.60

2.1

0.70

867.55

1.35

34,981.00

0.70

2.4

0.80

772.18

1.20

37,486.77

0.75

2.7

0.90

706.77

1.10

44,434.47

0.89

3.0

1.00

640.97

1.00

49,890.20

1.00

the effective speed achieved when Turbo Boost is active and all cores are busy.) The nodes are
connected by a QLogic InfiniBand QDR network.
We selected two micro-benchmarks and four parallel scientific benchmarks as applications
to run on the cluster. The micro-benchmarks that we tested are STREAM [48] which performs four
vector operations on long vectors, and DGEMM (double-precision general matrix-matrix multiplication) from the Intel’s Math Kernel Library [24], optimized for the processors in the cluster, run
on a set of matrices small enough to fit in the level 3 cache. The scientific applications that we
tested are xRAGE [25], which simulates radiation hydrodynamics, POP [40], which simulates
global ocean circulation, VPIC [11], which simulates magnetic reconnection and laser-plasma interactions, and Partisn [5], which solves the neutral-particle Boltzmann transport equation. Each
benchmark application was run on all 2400 cores in the cluster. We profiled the execution time and
system power consumption under different hardware configurations.
These programs were selected to represent a gamut of scientific applications from completely compute-bound (DGEMM) to memory-bound (STREAM), with the more realistic scientific applications falling in between the two extremes. Table 5.3 lists the execution time and
cluster-wide power consumption profiled from running xRAGE with different CPU frequencies on
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F IGURE 5.2. Execution time and power consumption of running xRAGE on the
LANL production cluster.

the cluster. From the table, it is clear that higher CPU frequency leads to better application performance but also higher power consumption. The profiling results of the other five benchmarks
display the similar trend. The details are covered in a related work [54] and are not repeated here.
Based on these measurements, we set the values of some configuration parameters in TracSim. For instance, six types of workload correspond to the six types of applications tested on the
production cluster. The CPU frequency in N ode.Hardware has seven possible values 1-7 corresponding to the seven frequency levels from 1.2 GHz to 3.0 GHz. The users can specify the cluster
scale (i.e., the number of nodes), the problem size and number of tasks of workload, job’s priority
(“low”, “medium”, and “high”) and submission time, the number of processor cores of node, and
the power cap of cluster. TracSim calculates a job’s execution time and power consumption by
using the models that are presented in the next section.
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5.4.2. Power Usage and Performance Models
Figure 6.2 plots the normalized power consumption and execution time when the benchmark application xRAGE was run on the LANL cluster. With the increase of CPU frequency, the
power consumption increases while the execution time decreases.
Assume a job of a workload type w is scheduled to run on n nodes in a cluster. There are N
nodes in total in the cluster and the highest level of CPU frequency is F while the CPU frequency
level for running the job is f . Then the power usage of the job can be calculated as
(21)

P ower(w, n, f ) = P ower(w, N, F ) ×

n
× normpower (w, f ),
N

where normpower is a scaling term of the power consumption which either comes from empirical
data such as the last column of Table 5.3 or is approximated by a relation such as normpower (w, f ) =
f /F . (The latter has an average error of 5.59% relative to Figure 6.2.) Our scaling method is feasible because in the production HPC systems the CPU utilization of active nodes are always very
high and hence the power level of a single node with the highest CPU frequency can be scaled to
any CPU frequency level [22].
For HPC applications, we assume that higher concurrency leads to shorter execution time.
Following the preceding notation, the execution time of the job is calculated as
(22)

Exectime(w, n, f ) = Exectime(w, N, F ) ×

N
n

×normexectime (w, f ).
Similarly, the normalization term, normexectime , can be determined from the profiled execution
time, such as the 4th column in Table 5.3. According to Figure 6.2, it can also be calculated as
normexectime (w, f ) = F/f whose average error rate is 5.37%.
We design the power usage and performance models to be generic and simple to ensure
the simulator is applicable to different systems and applications. We have tested six benchmark
applications on an existing LANL cluster and the proposed models are accurate in characterizing
the execution time and power consumption. The simulator is calibrated directly to the power
measured for these applications, inaccuracies would be enlarged in predicting at greater scale.
Prior work [47] has shown that LANL workloads run 80% of a LINPACK workload in terms
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of power usage. Since controlling dynamic voltage and frequency scaling settings on nodes is not
expensive, broadcast over infiniBand or ethernet on a per job basis would not be an issue. We agree
detailed application-specific behavior is valuable for building accurate workload models. However,
this may compromise the efficiency and applicability of the simulator. Since most of applications
running on LANL supercomputers are CPU-intensive/memory intensive, CPU throttling is the
most effective way that we control the power consumption. The models are a balance between
complexity and speed to estimate the power for scheduling the job. Additionally, we focus on the
trapped capacity that exists in current machines rooms and by power capping we can utilize that
power for additional capacity.
5.4.3. Trapped Capacity Manager
TracSim allows users to specify the system topology, hardware configuration, power cap
and task workload. It also provides a set of functions, as listed in Table 5.2, that facilitate users
to develop and evaluate resource management policies. The trapped capacity manager (TCM)
enforces the policies aiming to maximize the machine room throughput while keeping power consumption under a power cap by exploiting CPU throttling techniques which are widely used in
production HPC systems.
As an illustration, we have designed and implemented a power-aware dynamic resource
configuration (PDRC) policy. The policy consists of two mechanisms. One is power-level increment (PI) which aims to utilize the trapped capacity of a cluster by increasing the nodes’ CPU
frequencies (and therefore performance), which drives up their power usage. The other is powerlevel decrement (PD) which intends to avoid power cap violations by reducing the nodes’ power
usage. The pseudocode of adjusting the resource configurations for PI is presented in Algorithm 3.
The PI mechanism keeps the power usage level close to but less than the power cap in order to
maximize the system performance. It allocates the trapped capacity to reduce the execution time
of higher-priority jobs by increasing the CPU frequency of the nodes running those jobs until the
power cap is reached. Scheduling is determined strictly by priority; we currently do not take into
account the application’s CPU utilization. The function P ower(cluster) in Algorithm 3 applies
the power usage model described in Section 5.4.2 to calculate the power consumption of a cluster.
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Algorithm 3: Power-level increment (PI) in the PDRC policy.
list ← ∅;
for all job ∈ the cluster.JobList such that job is started do
list ← list ∪ {job};
end for
for all priority = 1 to k do
while all job not running at the highest CPU freq do
for all job that job ∈ list do
if job.P riority = priority then
for all node that node ∈ job.N odes do
node.setF req(node.F req + 1);
end for
end if
end for
if P ower(cluster) > cluster.P owerCap then
for all job that job ∈ list do
if job.P riority = priority then
for all node ∈ job.N odes do
node.setF req(node.F req − 1);
end for
end if
end for
end if
end while
end for
When the power cap is to be violated, the PD mechanism sacrifices jobs’ performance for
reduced power consumption. Algorithm 4 shows the pseudo code of PD. To reduce the power
usage, PD first selects nodes that run lower-priority jobs to decrease their CPU frequency. If
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Algorithm 4: Power-level decrement (PD) in the PDRC policy.
list ← ∅;
for all job ∈ the cluster.JobList such that job is started do
list ← list ∪ {job};
end for
for priority = k to 1 do
while all job not running at the lowest CPU freq and
P ower(cluster) > cluster.P owerCap do
for all job that job ∈ list do
if job.P riority = priority then
for all node that node ∈ job.N odes do
node.setF req(node.F req − 1);
end for
end if
end for
end while
end for
changing the CPU frequency of those nodes to the lowest level still cannot solve the power cap
violation, PD tries to degrade the performance of jobs with higher priorities until the cluster’s
power usage is no greater than the power cap.
The PDRC policy is invoked and enforced by TCM in the following three cases. 1) When
the system is initiated, the job scheduler starts to schedule jobs to run. Since the nodes in the
cluster are in an idle state, the power usage of the cluster is at the lowest level. As the scheduled
jobs begin execution using the default resource configurations, an abrupt jump in the cluster’s
power usage occurs. If there still exists certain trapped capacity after the job scheduling, TCM
performs PI to exploit this extra trapped capacity for better job performance. Otherwise, PD is
invoked to handle a possible power cap violation. 2) When a job is completed or terminated, some
nodes are released. When the job scheduler allocates the newly available nodes, TCM executes PI
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and/or PD to utilize the trapped capacity and/or to enforce the power cap. 3) When the power cap
of a cluster changes (by applying a dynamic power capping strategy), PI or PD is invoked by TCM
to remedy an increase or decrease of the power cap respectively.
Algorithm 5: Knapsack scheduling policy.
window ← ∅;
while not all jobs are started do
Select jobs with certain priority into window
while window is not empty do
Perform Knapsack on all jobs ∈ window and attain a set of jobs
Adjust CPU frequencies if needed
Run selected jobs set
Remove selected jobs from window
end while
end while
We select [81] as one tentative power-aware job scheduling policy to be implemented and
evaluated in TracSim. Originally, the method depicts an analogy between practicing HPC job
scheduling and solving Knapsack problem. Requested number of nodes and total power consumption are two substantial attributes to present the underlying characteristics of a HPC job. Inside a
queue full of pending HPC jobs, there are numbers of different combinations of HPC jobs could be
running simultaneously, which yield different scenarios of system-wide power consumption and
resource utilization. The method associates one HPC job with a gain value and a weight in terms
of basic definition of Knapsack problem. Essentially, the gain value denotes number of nodes a
job requests and the weight represents the estimated power consumption of the job. For a given
system-wide power cap and a set of pending jobs, the scheduler attempts to select a set of jobs
maximizing the system utilization. The Knapsack problem can be solved by polynomial time
which ensures the relatively low overhead of enforcing the Knapsack policy on a production HPC
infrastructure. Moreover, the policy address the fairness issue by defining a scheduling window
which encompasses jobs with highest priority. All the pending Jobs out of the scheduling window
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will not be considered and scheduled by the policy. After all the jobs inside the scheduling window
are either started or completed, the scheduler will select a new set of jobs and locate them inside
the scheduling window. Since the original policy does not consider the CPU throttling technique,
we enhance the policy by practicing CPU frequency adjustment and evaluate the potential of this
policy in terms of trapped capacity.
Specially, the policy is implemented shown in Algorithm 5. Two specific cases should
be addressed. First, it is possible that an optimal set of selected jobs requires more nodes than
the total number of available nodes. In this case, the scheduler will increase CPU frequency for
power estimation and redo the Knapsack process until the optimal set of selected jobs is able to
be contained by the available resources. Second, when the power cap changes, the scheduler will
adjust the CPU frequencies of all engaged nodes concurrently to adapt the system to the new power
cap. In general, the Knapsack policy is a utilization-dominant method.

5.5. Performance Evaluation
We have implemented TracSim in Java. The prototype has about ten thousand SLOCs. We
have employed it to simulate an HPC cluster and conducted experiments to evaluate its performance. In this section, we present the experimental results.
5.5.1. Experimental Setup
The cluster that we simulate contains 150 nodes each of which has 16 processor cores.
Each core provides seven frequency levels from 1.2 GHz to 3.0 GHz. To simulate jobs of different
sizes in real systems, three types of jobs are tested: 1) a large-size job list in which every submitted
job in the list needs 50–80 nodes; 2) a small-size job list where each job needs fewer than 50
nodes; and 3) a mixed-size job list where one half of the jobs are small-size and the other half
are large-size. Each job is assigned a priority from one of the three values: 1 (high), 2 (medium)
and 3 (low). There are six types of workloads in the system. At the start of a simulation, 30 jobs
with randomly selected workload types are submitted to the cluster. The base time (with maximum
frequency and concurrency) for each workload is determined by empirical data.
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(a) Small-size jobs.
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(b) Mixed-size jobs.
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(c) Large-size jobs.

F IGURE 5.3. Average CPU utilization with three types of jobs.
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5.5.2. Experimental Results
The resource utilization, especially the CPU utilization, is an important performance metric
of the job scheduler. Figure 5.3 depicts the average CPU utilization with the three types of jobs by
applying the priority-based job scheduling policy (as described in Section 5.3.3). The three figures
show the job scheduler can effectively utilize the processing capacity as in 72.3% (large-size jobs),
72.4% (mixed-size jobs) and 87.4% (small-size jobs) of time, the average CPU utilization is 75.0%
or above. The overall average CPU utilization reaches 77.5% (large-size jobs), 78.3% (mixed-size
jobs) and 83.8% (small-size jobs).
In the next set of experiments, we focus on the utilization of the trapped capacity by testing four policies. In addition to the power-aware dynamic resource configuration (PDRC) policy
(described in Section 5.4.3) and Knapsack policy, we have implemented two static resource configuration policies in which the CPU frequency of a node can only be at one of the two levels. When
the node is scheduled to run a job task, TCM sets the CPU frequency of the node’s processor cores
to the highest level (3.0 GHz in the experiments), while the CPU frequency is reduced to the lowest
level (1.2 GHz in the experiments) when the node becomes idle. The static resource configuration
policy reflects a common practice in production HPC systems. When there is a possible power
cap violation, TCM adjusts the resource configuration by giving bias towards either power saving
or system performance. In the former, which is called a static power-precedence policy, the job
scheduler selects some running jobs to suspend so that TCM can change the CPU frequency of the
corresponding nodes to the lowest level until the power cap is complied with. In the latter, called
a static performance-precedence policy, no running job is suspended which aims to maintain the
system performance.
To evaluate the adaptability of these policies to changes of the power cap, the power
cap is increased or decreased every 3000 seconds to mimic the cases where the power budget
is cut/regained or the electricity rate changes. Figure 5.4 presents the cluster-wide power consumption by applying the four resource configuration policies. From the figures, we can see the
PDRC policy achieves the best utilization of the trapped capacity because it dynamically adjusts
the CPU frequency according to changes of jobs and the power cap. Only 5.1% trapped capacity
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(a) Static performance-precedence policy.
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(b) Static power-precedence policy.
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(d) Knapsack policy.

F IGURE 5.4. Cluster-wide power consumption in running mixed-size jobs.
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F IGURE 5.5. Utilization of the trapped capacity by employing four resource configuration policies to run 30 jobs in about 3 hours on a 150-node cluster.
is unused by this policy and there is no power cap violation. Knapsack policy shows that 19.2%
trapped capacity is unused. Among the two tested static resource configuration policies, the powerprecedence policy outperforms the performance-precedence policy in terms of the trapped capacity
utilization with 16.4% and -28.1% (negative means power cap violation) unused trapped capacity
respectively. Moreover, the former experiences no power cap violation, while the latter causes the
cluster’s power usage exceeds the power cap in 74.3% of time. In total, the amount of unused
trapped capacity of the cluster is 7.21 kWh (PDRC), 26.12 kWh (Knapsack), 21.94 kWh (static
power-precedence) and -29.85 kWh (static performance-precedence) for running only 30 jobs in
around 3 hours as shown in Figure 5.5. If we scale the execution to the period of one year, PDRC
can reduce energy consumption by 43,011.2 kWh compared with the static power-precedence policy on one cluster. Given that xRAGE draws a maximum of 49,890W on 150 nodes (Table 5.3),
this improvement from PDRC enables an increase in cluster size of 16 nodes (11%) without requiring any additional power infrastructure. When the power cap is enforced, i.e., xRAGE draws
34,981W on 150 nodes (Table 5.3), PDRC enables 23 more nodes (16%) to be added to the cluster.
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F IGURE 5.6. CPU utilization by running three types of jobs with four resource
configuration policies.
The impact of resource configuration policy on the resource utilization is also studied. Figure 5.6 plots the average CPU utilization by employing the four policies. The figure shows PDRC
is slightly better than the static performance-precedence policy as their achieved CPU utilization
can reach 80.3% and 78.9% respectively. The static power-precedence policy yields the lowest
CPU utilization as 65.7% because of its aggressive job suspensions in face of power cap violations. In addition, the resource utilization differs when the cluster runs different types of jobs.
Small-size jobs lead to the highest CPU utilization followed by the mix-size jobs and then the
large-size jobs as their CPU utilization can reach 87.8%, 80.3% and 77.6% respectively. This is
reasonable because as the job size decreases it is more likely to find a small job task to fill an idle
slot of a node. Knapsack policy address maximizing node utilization and it achieves best average
CPU utilization among four contested policies.
The turnaround time of a job, which refers to the total time taken between the submission
and the completion of the job, is an important metric to evaluate the performance of jobs. Figure 5.7
depicts the average turnaround time of three types of jobs with three levels of priority. From the
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(a) Small-size jobs.

(b) Mixed-size jobs.

(c) Large-size jobs

F IGURE 5.7. Average turnaround time of jobs with three types of workload and
three priority levels.
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figures we can see the priority of a job imposes the most significant impact on its turnaround time.
For example, by applying the PDRC policy to running small-size jobs, the turnaround time of jobs
with the highest priority is only 41.9% and 25.6% of that of jobs with the medium and lowest
priorities respectively. Among the four resource configuration policies, the static performanceprecedence policy achieves the best job turnaround time as it requires greater power usage for
gaining better performance. Between the other three policies which comply with the power cap
requirement, PDRC outperforms the static power-precedence policy and knapsack in terms of the
job performance. The job turnaround time with PDRC is 69.1% at best and 91.8% at worst of that
achieved by static power-precedence policy. Since Knapsack policy focuses more on maximization
of node utilization other than reclaiming trapped capacity, it yields worst average turnaround time
among four contested policies. Moreover, the type of jobs also affects the turnaround time. Largesize jobs are completed earlier than mixed-size and small-size jobs. In the cases where PDRC is
applied, the turnaround time of large-size jobs is 78.7% (priority level 1), 88.3% (priority level 2)
and 86.1% (priority level 3) of that of small-size jobs. This is counter-intuitive. Apparently the
performance gained by strong scaling the workloads outweighs the increase in waiting time need
to schedule the larger jobs.

To gain a deeper understanding of the execution of jobs on the cluster, we plot the distribution of jobs with three priority levels on the nodes as shown in Figure 5.8. The TCM employs
the PDRC policy while running mixed-size jobs. A vertical view of the figure presents the spatial distribution of jobs on the nodes and a horizontal view depicts the jobs’ execution in time.
Three gray-scale colors represent the three priority levels of jobs, while a blank area means the
corresponding nodes are idle. The figure shows the job scheduler schedules jobs according to their
priorities and it reserves nodes that are not enough to run a job for higher-priority jobs in order to
avoid blocking high-priority jobs by low-priority ones. Figure 5.9 displays the CPU frequency of
nodes set by the TCM. It is clear that the PDRC policy dynamically adjusts the CPU frequency
according to the workload of jobs and the changes of the power cap.
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F IGURE 5.8. Spatial and temporal distribution of mixed-size jobs with different
priorities on nodes.

F IGURE 5.9. CPU frequency of nodes running mixed-size jobs with the PDRC policy.
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5.6. Summary
Power consumption and energy-aware resource management are increasingly important in
the design and operation of large-scale HPC systems. Power capping and power budget are two
general solutions to these issues. Meanwhile, HPC systems in the production environments do not
make a full utilization of the provided power, which is the over-provisioning problem. We define
the trapped power capacity as the amount of power supplied to a machine room but not used to
yield useful cycles. In this chapter, we present TracSim a full-system simulator that enables users
to simulate a high-performance computing system and evaluate the performance of various job and
resource scheduling policies under a power cap.
The novelty of our approach is that we enable users to develop and test resource scheduling
policies that are aware of both power caps and job priorities and that we use real measurements
from a production HPC system to set configuration parameters. The simulation results presented
provide insights on how to efficiently utilize the trapped capacity to maximize the machine room
throughput.
In this chapter, we also proposed a power-aware dynamic resource configuration (PDRC)
scheduling policy, which schedules jobs based not only on their priority but also with regard to
a system-wide power cap, which can be changed dynamically. Among the three resource scheduling policies evaluated on TracSim PDRC achieves the highest utilization (94.9%) of trapped
capacity, outperforming the power-precedence policy by 11.3%, under a dynamic power cap. This
improvement can be used to power an additional 16% more nodes in the cluster. The performanceprecedence policy violates the power cap by 28.1%. Moreover, PDRC achieves the highest CPU
utilization reaching 80.3% and the lowest job turnaround time in the experiments.
Our work further demonstrates that thoughtful management of power using active power
capping enables a substantial amount of trapped capacity to be reclaimed. For example, PDRC
enables 16% more nodes to be added to our cluster without increasing the power infrastructure
associated with that system. On a major supercomputer, 16% can represent a substantial amount
of performance.
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CHAPTER 6
POWER CAP DISTRIBUTION FOR OPTIMAL JOB SCHEDULING AND ENERGY SAVING
6.1. Introduction
Energy saving has become an important research topic in both high performance computing (HPC) and cloud computing communities. Nowadays, the power consumption of servers in
supercomputers and data centers is more than 10 times than those 10 years ago. Considering the
scale of today’s systems, the cost on power supply and cooling for these servers exceeds 30 billion
dollars, approximately.
Inside a large scale computer system, there is a huge amount of jobs submitted and run.
Each user job has varying performance and configuration requirements. The goal of service
providers is to meet the requirements from all users and maximize the utilization of resources and
profits. An effective job scheduling scheme should be able to achieve high utilization of system
resources and meanwhile assure the user performance as much as possible.
A data center consists of a large number of nodes with the same or different configurations
and specifications. In order to reduce the energy consumption, power budgets and power caps
are applied to a system. Data centers and supercomputers needs to dynamically distribute power
caps according to the performance requirements and power consumption of the member clusters.
Power cap enforcement can prevent the system from overloading and drawing more power than
being provisioned. A data center is usually provided with a predetermined peak power budget.
Occurrences of power budget violations could lead to higher charge rate of electricity from the
provider. The data center owner aims to make the best use of the power budget to generate useful
computation and enhance resource utilization. It is a new area to develop effective power budget
and power cap allocation methods for large-scale computer systems.
In this chapter, we present an effective clock-invariant frequency scaling method to allocate compute resources and distribute power caps. Given runtime information of applications and
clusters, the proposed method can dynamically adjust CPU frequency for application workloads
by proportionally allocating overall CPU cycles to jobs. Experimental results on TracSim show
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that the proposed method can save more than 10% of energy consumption than a clock-invariant
scheme. Based on CPU invariant-cycle allocation, we expand the method to data centers to determine the distribution of power caps. The CPU utilization and the required CPU cycles of each
cluster are considered to determine real-time power cap distribution. We implement a clock cycle
based power cap distribution policy in TracSim to enhance power efficiency and prevent power cap
violations. The experimental results show that the rate of power cap violations by our proposed
policy are reduced by more than 10% to 20% compared with other policies.
6.2. System Model
In a data center, there are a number of member clusters to run user applications. Nodes
inside a cluster can adjust their power consumption with dynamic frequency scaling techniques.
An overall power budget is allocated to the data center and each member cluster is allocated with
an adjustable power cap. The settings of the power caps are to prevent the power usage of the
data center from exceeding the overall power budget. User jobs have specific requirements with
regard to the performance. The model is designed to allocate HPC jobs among clusters and adjust
hardware configurations to minimize energy consumption while assuring the applications’ performance. Moreover, the model is also able to dynamically configure power caps of member clusters
in order to reduce the trapped power capacity.
A set of HPC jobs are submitted to the system for scheduling and the set is denoted by
J. Let n(t) be a subset of J dispatched by scheduler during time [t − 1, t). A job is dispatched
by system meaning the job starts execution in a cluster. The size of a job i denoted by wi is the
problem size defined in terms of requested number of CPU cycles. The deadline of job i is denoted
as di .
User jobs may require a exclusive group of nodes for execution. We regard the energy
consumption of a job as the total energy consumed by all host nodes for the job during its entire
execution. The model attempts to estimate the energy consumption of a job by considering both
the number of CPU cycles used in its execution and the number of nodes on which the job runs.
In general, the energy function of a individual node with some ongoing workload can be described
by a quadratic function of the CPU frequency during a unit time denoted as P (f ). We define l(t)
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as the number of CPU cycles allocated to a job during time interval [t, t + 1), which is equivalent
to the processor frequency per unit of time for a node. Therefore, the energy consumed by the job
in [t0 , t1 ] is

(23)

E=

t1
X

P (l(t))

t=t0

6.2.1. Cycle-Invariant Frequency Scaling Method
We first consider a simplified case where all jobs have the same submission time and deadline. In this case, only one cluster is used to accommodate jobs. The model will be extended in the
next section to adapt to the general case where jobs have different deadlines and run in multiple
clusters.
We list the definition of terms used to describe the jobs and the proposed method in Ta[
ble 6.1. We consider a overall cycle demand for jobs dispatched at time t0 , denoted by w(t
0 ). The
CPU resource allocation to the jobs arriving at t0 quantified by CPU cycles is

(24)

[
l(t, t0 ) = w(t
0 ) · h(t, t0 )

where l(t, t0 ) is the amount of cycles allocated at time t to the job set n(t0 ). The load at time t is
equal to the sum of all CPU cycles allocated to the jobs dispatched in the last dm time slot. Thus,
the load can be determined by

(25)

t
X

l(t) =

t
X

l(t, t0 ) =

t0 =t−dm +1

[
w(t
0 ) · h(t, t0 )

t0 =t−dm +1

During its execution time, a job should be allocated enough CPU cycles from the scheduler
to assure that can be completed by its deadlines. Therefore, we can calculate the overall CPU
cycles demand for a job set n(t0 ) as,

(26)

[
w(t
0) =

t0 +d
m −1
X

l(t, t0 ) =

t=t0

t0 +d
m −1
X
t=t0
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[
w(t
0 ) · h(t, t0 )

TABLE 6.1. Terms and notations used in Chapter 6.
Name

Description

J

A set of jobs under scheduling

t, t0

Scheduling time slot index

n(t)

A set of jobs dispatched during [t − 1, t)

wi , di

CPU cycles demand and deadline of job i

dm

The general deadline for the job set J

d
w(t)

Overall cycles demand for jobs dispatched at time t.

h(t, t0 ) Portion of cycles allocated at time t for job set n(t0 )
l(t, t0 )

Allocated number of cycles at time t for job set n(t0 )

l(t)

Total number of allocated cycles at time t

During the execution time of the job set n(t0 ), the sum of portions of allocated CPU cycles
should be equal to 1 and we have,

(27)

t0 +d
m −1
X

h(t, t0 ) = 1

t=t0

The function 25 and the scheduling function 27 influence the CPU frequency scaling. Since
in the data center users submit jobs with the requested numbers of nodes and demanded performance such as the deadlines, the resource allocation becomes a temporal and spatial scheduling
problem. Based on the water filling theory describe in [80], the optimal voltage scaling for energy minimization is to allocate an equal amount of CPU cycles to a job at each time unit before
its deadline. Therefore, in order to minimize the energy consumption for each individual job, we
should not drastically change the CPU frequency of the Job’s hosting nodes during its execution.
For all the pending jobs in the queue, we can calculate the overall requested CPU cycles
and apply the similar idea of individual jobs to them. Given the aggregated requested CPU cycles
in a cluster and a unified deadline, we can attempt to equally allocate the overall requested CPU
cycles during the entire execution time of these jobs. After determining the temporal order and
spatial distribution of these jobs in the cluster, scheduler can dynamically adjust CPU frequencies
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of compute nodes to ensure enough CPU cycles will be allocated to each time slot during the
execution time.
At the beginning, all submitted jobs are placed in a ready queue and are assigned with certain priorities. The scheduler determines the priority of a job in the ready queue based on the total
CPU cycles demanded and number of nodes requested. Higher-priority jobs will be dispatched to
a cluster earlier than lower-priority jobs. Several parameters affect the performance of jobs and the
scheduler may favor smaller or shorter jobs more than larger or longer jobs. In this way, a cluster
is able to make the best utilization of its resources to meet the deadlines. In order to determine the
priorities of jobs in the ready queue, we leverage priority quantification [60] for a job j,
(28)


Pj =

Cyclesj
avg.Cycles

 

N odesj
·
avg.N odes

where Cyclesj denotes the requested CPU cycles by job j, avg.Cycles refers to the average CPU
cycles of all submitted jobs in the queue, N odesj denotes the requested number of nodes for job
j and avg.N odes is the average requested number of nodes for all jobs in the queue. Based on
Equation 28, a job with a lower numerical number of priority will be executed in the cluster earlier
when enough resource is available.
We propose a scheduling policy for allocating CPU cycles and nodes to each job in a
member cluster. After the scheduler determines the priorities of all submitted jobs in the job
queue, jobs are transmitted to a queue based on their priorities. We apply a back filling schedule
algorithm to this process. Moreover, there are two important constraints that determine the CPU
cycle allocation. First, for each individual task, CPU cycles should be equally allocated which
means the CPU frequency of a hosting node should remain unchanged for each time slot during
the job’s execution. Second, from the start of execution to the deadline, the aggregated CPU cycles
from all submitted jobs should be equally allocated for each time slot in the cluster.
Algorithm 6 presents the proposed scheduling policy. According to the numbers of nodes
and the CPU cycles that each job requests the priority, priorities is calculated by Equation 28.
All jobs are stored in a queue JobQueue waiting for being dispatched. The head of JobQueue
is always the one to be executed first if there is enough resource available to accommodate that
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job. At the beginning of each time slot, the scheduler checks whether there is any job completed
in the last time slot. If there is one, the scheduler removes the job from OngoingList which is a
list to store all current running jobs in the cluster. After the removal, a corresponding number of
nodes are released. Based on the amount of cycles allocated to each time slot AveCycles and all
currently running jobs in OngoingList, the scheduler calculates the cycles available for the new
dispatched job and configures the CPU frequency of those allocated nodes.

Algorithm 6: Cycles-invariant frequency scaling and job scheduling policy
JobQueue contains submitted jobs sorted by their priorities
OngoingList contains all running jobs in the cluster
AveCycles denotes the average CPU cycles allocated to each time slot
while T imeSlot < Deadline do
for all jobs in the OngoingList do
if job j is completed in T imeSlot then
remove job j from OngoingList
release numbers of nodes required by j in the cluster
end if
end for
job i is the head of JobQueue
if the numbers of nodes requested by i is less or equal to the numbers of available nodes in
the cluster then
add job i to the OngoingList
allocate CPU cycles to job i according to AveCycles
configure CPU frequency of those nodes assigned to job i
end if
end while
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6.2.2. Power Cap Distribution in Data Center Infrastructure
We extend the scaling policy for one member cluster described in the previous section to
all clusters in a data center. We design a deadline-driven job scheduling policy to dispatch jobs
to clusters. Users submit their jobs with deadline requirements and the scheduler assigns jobs to
clusters according to their deadlines. Jobs with deadlines in the same time slot will be assigned
to the same cluster. Inside a cluster, we apply the clock invariant CPU scaling model which is
presented in the previous section to all clusters to save the energy usage of a data center.
A data center is provided with a power budget to constraint its energy consumption. For
each member cluster in the data center, a power cap is assigned to it in order to assure the overall
power consumption from all member cluster does not exceed the power budget. Several factors
toned to be considered in order to design an effective power cap distribution scheme. First, the
scale of a cluster is a key factor reflecting the computing capacity and bounds of the power usage.
Second, the overall CPU utilization of a cluster can affect the runtime power usage. If there is a
considerable number of nodes staying in the idle state, the power cap of a cluster can be reduced
without compromising its jobs performance and the extra power cap can be transferred to another
cluster with more computation demands. Third, the CPU cycles used in a period of time can also
indicate the amount of power consumption, because the CPU cycles per unit of time is equal to the
CPU’s clock frequency which directly influences the power consumption.
After the system scheduler assigns jobs to clusters, the overall requested CPU cycles can
be calculated for each cluster according to the specifications of the jobs. Given a power budget, we
can distribute it among clusters based on the ratio of each cluster’s average demanded CPU cycles
to the overall average CPU cycles. We propose this demand-based power cap distribution scheme
which determines the power cap of a member cluster as
(29)

AveCyclesi
P owerCapi = P owerBudget · Pk
i=1 AveCyclesi

where P owerCapi is the power cap assigned to cluster i, P owerBudget is the overall power
budget for the data center and AveCyclesi denotes the average CPU cycles of each time slot for
cluster i. The requested CPU cycles is a key factor to determine the computation intensity of a
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cluster and the corresponding power cap.
Even though the average demanded CPU cycles of a cluster may be relatively high, it is
possible that the cluster may suffer from under-utilization of CPU when some of the nodes are idle
in the cluster. In this case, the power cap should be transferred to another cluster. We define the
overall CPU utilization of a cluster in a way as
(30)

U tilizationi (t) =

BusyN odeN umi (t)
N odeN umi

where U tilizationi (t) denotes the CPU utilization of cluster indexed by i at time slot t, numbers
of nodes whose cores are all busy at time t in the cluster i is denoted by BusyN odeN umi (t) and
N odeN umi denotes the number of nodes in the cluster i. Since most of HPC jobs are compute
intensive, a node on which a job runs usually has a high CPU utilization. The utilization can be
considered as a penalty factor in Equation 29 in order to produce a cycle-utilization based power
cap distribution scheme,
AveCyclesi × U tilizationi (t)
P owerCapi (t) = P owerBudget · Pk
i=1 AveCyclesi × U tilizationi (t)

(31)

where P owerCapi (t) denotes the allocated power cap assigned to cluster i at time slot t and other
terms use the same notations as in Equation 30. In this power cap distribution scheme, a cluster
with a relatively low CPU utilization was associated with a penalty factor.
6.3. Experimental Results
We have tested our job scheduling and power cap distribution method on the TracSim simulator with the profiling data from the Caddy cluster at LANL. We will first present the experimental
results of cycles-invariant frequency scaling method in a single cluster and the extended version
in a data center. Then, the results of several power cap distribution schemes will be shown and
discussed.
6.3.1. Experiment Setting
The cluster that we simulate contains 150 nodes, each of which has 16 processor cores.
Each core provides seven frequency levels from 1.2 GHz to 3.0 GHz. To simulate jobs of different
sizes, three job sets are tested: 1) large-size jobs which requests 50-80 nodes each; 2) small-size
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jobs each of which requests fewer than 50 nodes; and 3) mixed-size jobs in which one half of the
jobs are small-size and the other half are large-size. We use TracSim as the full-system simulator.
We simulate two micro-benchmarks and four parallel scientific benchmarks as applications
to run on TracSimṪhe micro-benchmarks that we tested are STREAM [48] which performs four
vector operations on long vectors, and DGEMM (double-precision general matrix-matrix multiplication) from the Intel’s Math Kernel Library [24], optimized for the processors in the cluster,
run on a set of matrices small enough to fit in the level 3 cache. The scientific applications that
we simulate on TracSim are xRAGE [25], which simulates radiation hydrodynamics, POP [40],
which simulates global ocean circulation, VPIC [11], which simulates magnetic re-connection and
laser-plasma interactions, and Partisn [5], which solves the neutral-particle Boltzmann transport
equation. Each benchmark application is run on all 2400 cores in the cluster.
6.3.2. Cycle-invariant CPU frequency scaling and jobs scheduling Model
In the experiments, we create 40 jobs with same deadline setting as 15000 seconds. The
number of requested nodes is set accordingly in the three job set cases. The problem size of
jobs is randomly set with a ratio from 0.1 to 1 relative to the original problem size from the job
profile of Cuddy. For comparison, we implement a cycle-variant frequency scaling method by
periodically changing CPU cycles for time slots to simulate the situation where CPU cycles are not
equally allocated. Figure 6.1 shows the difference in the allocation of CPU cycles between cycleinvariant and cycle-variant methods. The cycle-variant method can capture the system dynamics
with unstable temporal CPU cycle allocation. Figure 6.2 presents the energy consumption of the
two methods for the three job sets. For the small-size jobs, the cluster consumes 105.1 kWh
with the cycle-invariant method while it consumes 117.3 kWh with the cycle-variant method. For
mixed-size jobs, the cluster consumes 115.3 kWh with the cycle- invariant method while 131.8
kWh is consumed with the cycle-variant method. For large-size jobs, the cluster consumes 116.5
kWh with the cycle-invariant method while it consumes 137.2 kWh with the cycle-variant method.
All of the three sets of results show that the cycle-invariant scaling method can save 10% more
energy than that of the cycle-variant scaling method. In all of the three cases, the deadline violation
rate is all less than 5
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(a) Cycle-invariant scheme

(b) Cycle-variant scheme

F IGURE 6.1. Performance of two methods of allocating CPU cycles to jobs in a cluster.
6.3.3. Power Cap Allocation in Data Center Infrastructure
We use TracSim to simulate a large-scale data center with multiple clusters. As mentioned
before, each cluster runs jobs with their deadlines being in the same time slot. In the experiments,
we create eight clusters in a data center for jobs with different deadlines. All clusters have the
same configuration as Cuddy. The deadlines of jobs are set with eight levels from 10000 seconds
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F IGURE 6.2. Energy computing comparison between cycle-invariant and cyclevariant schemes under three job set scenarios.
to 17000 seconds . We use mixed-size jobs in the simulation. We assign a power budget to the data
center and the power budget is distributed among clusters according to the following policies.
In the experiments, we apply the proposed utilization-cycle based power cap distribution
method. For all clusters and the jobs they host, we calculate the average CPU clock cycles for each
cluster along time slots. Equation 29 is applied to distribute the power budget among clusters for
each time slot. An assumption of Equation 29 is that processors are able to run at any frequency.
In reality, CPU frequency is discrete with a limited number of frequency levels. To address this
issue, we can discretize the real-valued frequency into a set of bins, which is determined by the
number of frequency levels supported by a processor.
We compare the performance of three power cap distribution strategies. First is a nodenumber based strategy which distributes the power cap according to the number of nodes in each
cluster. Generally speaking, the number of nodes in a cluster reflects the scale of the cluster.
This approach is a static distribution scheme which does not change the distribution at runtime.
The second one is a utilization-based strategy which distributes the power cap according to the
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F IGURE 6.3. Power cap violation rate of four power cap distribution strategies with
three power budget levels.
number of active cores in each cluster. An active core refers to a processor core with 100% or
close to 100% utilization. The processor utilization indicates the intensity of the running workload
in a cluster. The third is the cycle-based strategy defined by Equation 29 which considers if the
combination of utilization and CPU cycles for power cap distribution can gain better performance
than the utilization based strategy. In the experiments, we set the power budget of a data center to
three levels, 280Kw, 260Kw and 240Kw. We use mixed-size jobs to generate the workload.
Figure 6.3 shows the power cap violation rate of the four power cap distribution policies
under three power budgets. The power cap violation rate is the ratio of the CPU time in which
a power cap violation occurs to a aggregated CPU time of all clusters. Since the job set of the
experiments is identical, the overall requested CPU cycles are fixed. As the overall power budget
decreases , the violation rate increases for the four policies. Under the same power budget, the
data center running the cycle-utilization based policy outperforms the other three policies for less
than 15% of the power cap violation rate. CPU utilization based policy does not consider the
CPU frequency which causes some clusters with high CPU frequency fail to get appropriate power
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caps. Clusters working at low average CPU frequency and high CPU utilization usually do not
consume more power than those with high average CPU frequency and low CPU utilization. Node
based policy only considers the number of nodes in a cluster. As a result, it cannot adapt to the
system dynamics. Cycle-based policy distributes excessive power caps to clusters with low CPU
utilization but high average CPU cycles, which makes other clusters experience more power cap
violations.
6.4. Summary
In this chapter, we present an effective clock-invariant frequency scaling method to allocate
CPU cycles to jobs. Based on the performance and power usage of applications and clusters, this
method is able to dynamically adjust CPU frequency for application workload by allocating CPU
cycles equally according to the jobs’ deadline. Experimental results show that the proposed method
can save more than 10% of energy than the clock-invariant method. We then extend the method to a
data center with multiple cluster to distribute the power cap. We implement the proposed methods
in TracSim and simulate a data center environment. Runtime CPU utilization and the average
requested CPU cycles of each cluster can help the proposed method to distribute power cap among
the member clusters. We propose a CPU utilization and cycles based power cap distribution policy
to improve the power efficiency and reduce power cap violations. The experimental results show
that the power cap violation rate of our proposed policy is 10% to 20% lower than other compared
policies.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
7.1. Conclusions
This dissertation focuses on power profiling and modeling and power-aware resource management in large-scale computer system. I summarize my work as follows.
7.1.1. Coarse-grained Power Profiling in the Cloud
Understanding the cloud power dynamics is important for developing efficient power-aware
resource management techniques for green cloud computing. I propose the macropower framework for coarse-grain power and energy profiling, which is a combination of software and hardware
tools to analyze cloud power status. By using macropower, we investigate the impact of configurations of both hardware and software components on the server-wide and cloud-wide power and
energy consumption. We treat each cloud server as a unit and measure its power and calculate its
energy usage under various configurations while running cloud applications.
Our experimental results show that component configurations of servers are able to affect
the power usage and performance in virtualized cloud systems. Moreover, hardware resource allocation is a primary factor affecting the power efficiency of cloud systems and the performance
of applications. The characteristics of applications executed in a virtual machine have correlation
with the power usage. These observations indicate that different types of cloud applications require different configurations in order to achieve the optimal power efficiency without performance
degradation. macropower provides a vehicle to guide the development of power management and
resource scheduling methods.
Even though macropower includes the major power-related hardware components such as
CPU, RAM and hard drive, we have not considered other components such as network devices.
A cloud computing system involves dynamic network traffic which causes a non-negligible power
consumption. Moreover, GPGPUs (General-Purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units)
have been widely used in both HPC and cloud systems. GPU computing service is available in
several cloud computing platforms , such as Amazon AWS. We plan to include these devices into
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macropower.
7.1.2. Autonomic Resource Configuration in the Cloud
Resources need to be dynamically configured and allocated at runtime to achieve high
power efficiency. I propose a power management framework with a power estimation model and
power management method to achieve autonomous configuration of various system resources.
We design an accurate and platform independent approach to estimate instantaneous power consumption of virtual machines by a linear regression model. The model is developed based on the
resource utilization and configuration. Furthermore, based on the estimated power consumption,
a reinforcement learning-based power management approach performs online adjustment of system configurations and optimization of power efficiency and performance. The framework is able
to adapt the resource configurations to the system dynamics and direct the system to the optimal
configuration in a timely fashion.
7.1.3. Scheduling under a Power Cap to Maximize Machine Room Throughput
A deep understanding of the correlation between various design factors and the system
power consumption is valuable for developing power-saving and energy-efficient resource management policies. We developed the TracSim simulator, which enables users to simulate large-scale
production computer systems and evaluate the performance of various job and resource scheduling
policies under a power cap. The simulation results provide insights on how to efficiently utilize the
trapped power capacity to maximize the machine room throughput.
Currently, TracSim is implemented to simulate homogeneous clusters, which requires a
relatively small amount of profiled performance and power usage data. As a future work, we plan
to explore measurements from multiple, heterogeneous clusters to extend the power usage and
performance models and leverage the framework of TracSim to simulate heterogeneous systems.
In addition, we currently exploit CPU throttling techniques to change the power usage of nodes
in TracSimẆe are going to add more attributes and functions which will allow users to adjust the
configuration of disks and other devices to develop and evaluate more comprehensive resource
scheduling policies.
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